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NON-DISCRIMINATION STATEMENTS 
 
 
 

Non-Discrimination Statement 
 

No person shall, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, or disability be excluded 
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to unlawful discrimination under any 
program or activity receiving or benefiting from federal financial assistance and administered by CASL, Inc 
of Sarasota, Inc. (CASL, Inc). 

 
 

Equal Opportunity Employment Statement 
 

CASL, Inc assures each applicant and employee Equal Employment Opportunity without regard to age, 
race, color, sex, religion, national origin, political opinions or affiliations, marital status, or disability, except 
when such requirement constitutes a bona-fide occupational qualification necessary to perform the tasks 
associated with the position. Equal Employment Opportunity is attained using both objective and 
subjective merit principles and applies to recruitment, examination, appointment, training, promotion, 
demotion, compensation, retention, discipline, separation, and other employment practices. 

 
 

Any applicant or employee who believes that he or she has been discriminated against may file a 
complaint with the Florida Commission on Human Relations or the Department’s Office of Civil Rights, 
within 365 days of the alleged discriminatory act. All complaints shall be treated in accordance with the 
procedures set forth by law or in Chapter 60Y-5, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.) 

 
 

Non-Retaliation Statement 
 

No person shall be retaliated against, harassed, intimidated, threatened, coerced or discriminated against 
for making a charge, testifying, assisting or participating in any manner in an investigation, proceeding, or 
hearing; or for opposing alleged unlawful discriminatory practices prohibited by state and federal laws. 
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Auxiliary Aids and Service Plan for Persons with Disabilities 
and Limited English Proficiency 

 
 

I. Purpose The purpose of this plan is to describe the provisions of auxiliary aids and services 
ensuring accessibility to all programs, benefits, and services to persons with disabilities and foreign- 
language interpreters for persons with Limited English Proficiency (LEP). 

 
II. Scope The provisions described in this procedure/plan apply to CASL, Inc employees as they 

provide services to the clients or potential clients of CASL, Inc., (CASL, Inc) programs. 
 

III. Policy and Plan Statement CASL, shall provide, at no cost to the client/customer or companion, 
appropriate auxiliary aids, including certified American Sign Language interpreters, to persons with 
disabilities and qualified foreign-language interpreters to persons with Limited English Proficiency where 
necessary to afford such persons an equal opportunity to participate in CASL, Inc programs and services 
unless the provision of such creates an undue burden. Auxiliary aids include, but are not limited to, taped 
and written materials, interpreters and translators, readers, assistive listening devices and systems, video 
remote interpreting, large print materials, closed captioning, visual fire alarms using strobe lights and other 
devices. 

A. All clients and potential clients are entitled to an equal opportunity to use and benefit from the 
programs/services of CASL, Inc. This includes reasonable accommodations to ensure that 
programs and services are equally accessible to and equally effective for otherwise qualified 
persons with disabilities and persons with Limited English Proficiency. 

B. CASL, Inc will take reasonable steps to provide services and information in appropriate language, 
other than English, to ensure that persons who are Limited English Proficient are effectively 
informed and can effectively participate in and benefit from its programs, services, and activities. 

C. Auxiliary aids or language interpreters will be available for use by clients and potential clients in 
each phase of the service delivery process (e.g., telephone inquires, requests, intake interviews, 
service delivery, counseling, complaints, testing, treatment, training, etc.) at no cost to the 
client/customer or companion. 

IV. References 
 

A. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 United States Code (USC) 2000d et seq; 45 
Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), Part 80; and 28 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), Part 
42. 

B. Section 504, Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, 230 USC 1681 et seq; 45 
C.F.R., Part 80, 84 and 28 C.F.R. Part 42. 

C. Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended. 
D. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, as amended, 42 USC 9849 and Civil Rights 

Restoration Act of 1987, Public Law 100-259. 
E. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, Title I and II, as amended. 
F. The Americans with Disabilities Act Amendment Act of 2008 (ADAAA). 
G. CFOP 60-16, Civil Rights, Methods of Administration: Equal Opportunity in Service Delivery. 
H. CFOP 60-10, Chapter 1 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodation Procedures for 

Applicants/Employees/General Public. 
I. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Office of Civil Rights, 
J. Section 110.201(3), Florida Statutes (F.S.), requires each state agency to comply with all federal 

regulations necessary to receive federal funds. 
K. U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Executive Order 13166 – Title VI Prohibition Against National 

Origin Discrimination As It Affects Persons with Limited English Proficiency. 
 

V. Glossary of Terms 
 

A. 504/ADA Coordinators/or Civil Rights Officers (DCF) Individuals within the Department of Children 
and Families (DCF) charged with implementing the requirements of Titles I and II of the American 
with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, ensuring the provision of auxiliary 
aids and services for customers with disabilities, requiring auxiliary aids and services to ensure 
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effective access to services offered by DCF. All DCF Civil Rights Officers are designated 504/ADA 
Coordinators. (Appendix A) 

B. 504/ADA Coordinator/Single Point-of-Contact (SPOC) [CASL, Inc of Sarasota, Inc.] The staff 
member within CASL, Inc charged with implementing the terms of the HHS Settlement Agreement 
by coordinating services to clients or companions who are deaf or heard-of-hearing according to 
obligations under Section 504 and/or the ADA. The Director of Quality Improvement is designated 
as the 504/ADA Coordinator/Single Point-of-Contact (Appendix B). 

C. Aid-Essential Communication Situation Any circumstance in which the importance, length, and 
complexity of the information being conveyed is such that the exchange of information between 
parties should be considered as an aid essential communication situation, meaning that the 
requested auxiliary aid or service is always provided. (See Appendix J for examples of Aid- 
Essential Communications.) 

D. Assistive Listening Devices and Systems (ALDS) Amplification systems to improve hearing ability  
in large areas and in interpersonal communications systems. These systems deliver the desired 
signal directly to the ears or hearing aids of the listener, thus overcoming the negative effects of 
noise, distance, and echo. There are 4 types of ALDS: hardwire, loop, infrared, and FM radio. 

E. Auxiliary Aids and Services Includes certified interpreters or other effective methods of making 
aurally delivered materials available to individuals who are dea 

F. f or hard-of-hearing; qualified readers, taped texts, or other effective methods of making visually 
delivered materials available to individuals with visual limitations; acquisition or modification of 
equipment or devices; and other similar services and actions (Appendix W). 

G. Blind See Visual Disability. 
H. Captioning (Closed) This is a process of displaying text on a television, video screen or other 

display to provide additional or interpretive information to individuals who wish to access it. Closed 
captions typically show a transcription of the audio portion of a program as it occurs (either verbatim 
or in edited form), sometimes including non-speech elements. The term “closed” in closed 
captioning indicates that not all viewers see the captions – only those who choose to decode or 
activate them. 

I. Captioning (Open) Refers to converting the spoken word to text displayed in the visual media 
(videos, telephone, etc.) so that it is seen by everyone who watches the film (i.e., it connot be 
turned off). 

J. Captioning (Real Time) The simultaneous conversion of spoken words to text, through computer- 
assisted transcription or court reporting, and displaying that text on a video screen. This 
communication service is beneficial to individuals who are deaf or hard-of-hearing that do not use 
sign language or for whom assistive listening devices and systems are ineffective. 

K. Certified Interpreter A person who is certified by the National Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf 
(RID) or other national or state interpreter assessment and certification program. 

L. Client Anyone applying for or participating in services (including making general inquiries or is 
seeking access to or receiving information) in person, in writing, or via telecommunications. May 
also be referred to as “customer or customers.” 

M. Companion or Companions Any individual who is deaf or hard-of-hearing (including  Limited 
English Proficient who has low vision or is blind, deaf, or hard-of-hearing) and is one of the 
following: (a) a person whom the Customer indicates should communicate with CASL, Inc staff 
about the client, such as a person who participates in any treatment decision, a person who plays a 
role in communicating the client’s needs, condition, history, or symptoms to CASL, Inc staff, or a 
person who helps the client act on the information, advice, or instructions provided by CASL, Inc 
staff; (b) a person legally authorized to make healthcare or legal decisions on behalf of the client; or 
(c) such other person with whom CASL, Inc staff would ordinarily and regularly communicate about 
the client. 

N. Customer Any individual who is seeking or receiving services. May also be referred to as “Client.” 
O. DCF The Department of Children and Families 
P. Deaf A term used to describe a person having a permanent hearing loss and being unable to 

discriminate speech sounds in verbal communication, with or without the assistance of amplification 
devices. 

Q. Disability A condition that substantially limits a major life activity, such as caring for one’s self, 
performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, lifting, sleeping, 
and working. 

R. Discrimination The failure to treat persons equally because of their race, sex, color, age, religion, 
marital status, national origin, political beliefs, or disability. 
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S. Dual Sensory Impairment A term used to describe a person having both a visual disability and 
hearing disability. The term includes all ranges of loss, which would necessitate the use of auxiliary 
aids and services for communication. 

T. Florida Relay Services (FRS) A service offered to all persons in the state that enables a hearing 
person to communicate with a person who has a hearing or speech disability and must use a 
TDD/TTY, through a specially trained operator called a communications assistant. (Appendix N) 

U. Hard-of-Hearing A term used to describe a person having permanent hearing limitations, which is 
severe enough to necessitate the use of auxiliary aids or services to discriminate speech sounds in 
verbal communication. 

V. Hearing Disability An all inclusive term used to describe any hearing loss. A person with a hearing 
disability could be either deaf or hard-of-hearing. 

W. Interpreters for Persons who are Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing 
1. Certified Deaf Interpreter (CDI) An individual who is deaf or hard-of-hearing and has been 

certified by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf as an interpreter. 
2. Certified Interpreter A qualified interpreter who is certified by the National Registry of 

Interpreters for the Deaf or other national or state interpreter assessment and certification 
program. 

3. Intermediary Interpreter A Certified Deaf Interpreter or Deaf Interpreter, also known as a 
relay or intermediary interpreter, can be used in tandem with a qualified sign language 
interpreter. 

4. Oral Transliterator/Oral Interpreter An individual who has knowledge and abilities in the 
process of speech reading, speech production and the communication needs of speech 
readers. 

5. Qualified Interpreter An individual who is able to interpret competently, accurately, 
impartially and effectively, both receptively and expressively, using any specialized 
terminology necessary for effective communication with a client or companion who is deaf 
or hard-of-hearing. 

6. Sign Language Interpreter A person who engages in the practice of interpreting using sign 
language. 

7. Tactile or Close Vision Interpreter (for deaf-blind individuals) An individual who accurately 
facilitates communication between individuals who are deaf and blind. 

X. Interpreters for Persons who are Limited English Proficient There are two types of language 
assistance services. 

1. Interpretation Interpretation is an oral language assistance service. Oral language 
assistance service may come in the form of “in-language” communication (a demonstrably 
qualified staff member communicating directly in an LEP person’s language) or interpreting. 

2. Translation Translation is a written communication service. Translators convert written 
materials from one language into another. They must have excellent writing and analytical 
ability, and because the translations that they produce must be accurate, they also need 
good editing skills. 

Y. Limited English Proficient (LEP) Individuals who do not speak English as their primary language 
and who have a limited ability to read, speak, write, or understand English. 

Z. Local Single Points-of-Contacts (Local SPOCs) The staff members within CASL, Inc charged with 
assisting the Single Point-of-Contact in implementing the terms of the HHS Settlement Agreement 
at the local/program level by assisting in the coordination of services to the deaf and hard-of- 
hearing clients or companions according to the obligations under Section 504 and/or the ADA 
(Appendix B). 

AA. Manual Disability  A term used to describe a condition which limits or prevents the use of a  
person’s upper extremities (arms, hands). 

BB. Mental Disability Any mental or psychological disorders such as developmentally disabled, organic 
brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and specific learning disabilities. 

CC.Mobility Disability This term is used to describe a condition that substantially limits  a person’s  
upper or lower body mobility. It includes those persons who have limited use of arms, shoulders; 
persons who are in wheelchairs or on crutches; people of short stature; those who cannot perform 
certain hand movements; or have difficulty controlling movement; and people with breathing 
difficulties or stamina limitations. It also includes people with visual impairments. 

DD.Non-Aid Essential Communication Situation A situation where CASL, Inc is provided the flexibility in 
its choice of an appropriate auxiliary/accessibility aid or service for clients or companions to ensure 
effective communication. 
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EE. Physical Disability A broad term which includes physiological disorders or conditions, cosmetic 
disfigurement and anatomical loss such as orthopedic, visual, speech, and hearing disabilities, 
cerebral palsy, epilepsy, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, cancer, heart disease, diabetes, 
HIV disease, tuberculosis, drug addiction, and alcoholism. 

FF. Program Accessibility An American with Disabilities Act standard which means a public entity’s 
programs, services, or activities, when viewed in their entirety, must be readily accessible to and 
usable by individuals with disabilities. The concept of program accessibility is intended to make the 
contents of the program, service, or activity equally available and accessible to persons with 
disabilities without excessive renovations of facilities. (See “Undue Burden” also). 

GG.Sensory Disability This is a general term which is used to describe of vision, hearing, or speech 
limitations. 

HH.Translators Individuals able to interpret the meaning of a text in one language (the “source text”) 
and the production in another language (the “target language”), of an equivalent text (the “target 
text,” or “translation”) that communicates the same message. 

II. TTY/TDD TTY (Teletypewriter) or TDD (Telecommunications Device for Deaf) are devices that are 
used with a telephone, to communicate with persons who are deaf or hard-of-hearing or who have 
speech limitations, by typing and reading communications. CASL, Inc does not have access to 
TTY/TDD equipment but can accept telephone calls from those who use these to communicate. 

JJ. Undue Burden This term, used in conjunction with programs and services (ADA Title II), means an 
unreasonably, excessive financial cost, or administrative inconvenience in altering building or 
facilities in which programs, services, or activities are conducted in order to ensure equal benefit to 
persons with disabilities. Determination of undue burden can be made only by the agency head or 
his/her designee, after considering all resources available for use in the funding and operation of 
the program. 

KK. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) – Office of Civil Rights The federal agency 
responsible for DCF and DCF Contract Agency compliance with federal regulations including but 
not limited to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, Title IX, Section 504, the Age 
Discrimination Act of 1978, and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, as amended. 

LL. Video Relay Interpreting A service which enables a person who uses sign language to  
communicate via videoconferencing with a certified Video Interpreter (VI) through the Internet. The 
VI then voices/relays the signed conversation over the telephone to the hearing caller. CASL, Inc 
does not have access to the equipment needed for Video Relay Interpreting but can accept calls 
from those individuals who use these items to communicate. 

MM. Visual Disability A generic term used to describe any loss of vision. 
 

VI. Responsibility and Accountability 
 

A. 504/ADA Coordinator/Single–Point-of-Contact (SPOC) [CASL, Inc of Sarasota, Inc.]. The individual 
designated to coordinate the provisions of auxiliary aids and services to deaf or hard-of-hearing 
clients or companions. The Director of Quality Improvement is designated as CASL, Inc’s Single- 
Point-of-Contact and is referenced in Appendix B. The Single-Point-of-Contact is responsible for: 

 
1. Communication with DCF and/or CFBHN ADA/Section 504 Coordinator concerning 

services to deaf or hard-of-hearing clients or companions. 
2. Ensuring that all CASL, Inc staff members are equipped with the resources necessary to 

ensure effective communication with deaf or hard-of-hearing clients or companions in 
accordance with the ADA and/or Section 504. 

3. Ensuring that all CASL, Inc staff members appropriately document services delivered to the 
deaf or hard-of-hearing clients or companions in the client’s record. 

4. Compiling and submitting monthly reports regarding auxiliary aids and services provided, 
including communications assessments, to the appropriate DCF 504/ADA Coordinator. 

5. Ensures that CASL, Inc staff members provide information about a requested aid and/or 
service to any agency to which a customer or companion who is deaf or hard-of-hearing is 
referred. 

6. Reporting resource and/or training needs to the DCF and/or CFBHN ADA/Section 504 
Coordinator. 

B. Local Single Points-of-Contacts (Local SPOCs) [CASL, Inc of Sarasota, Inc.] The individuals 
designated to assist the SPOC in coordinating the provision of services of auxiliary aids and 
services to the deaf and hard-of-hearing clients or companions at the program (local) level 
(Appendix B). 
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C. CASL, Inc of Sarasota, Inc. Employees are responsible for ensuring equal accessibility and equally 
beneficial services to all clients and companions of CASL, Inc, documenting such efforts on 
appropriate forms, and filing/disseminating such forms according to this Plan. 

D. 504/ADA Coordinator (DCF). DCF’s Office of Civil Rights staff serves as the  504/ADA  
Coordinators throughout the state by overseeing DCF’s network of Single-Point-of-Contacts who 
are responsible for delivering services to the DCF direct client service facilities. The roles and 
responsibilities of the ADA/Section 504 Coordinator are as follows: 

1. Disseminate specific plans and procedures to implement the HHS agreement; 
2. Analyze data collected in the Auxiliary Aid and Service Record and implement corrective 

action if needed; 
3. Answer questions and provide appropriate assistance regarding immediate access to and 

proper use of appropriate auxiliary aids and services; 
4. Identify, develop, and coordinate the distribution of qualified sign language and/or oral 

interpreters for DCF’s Direct Service Facilities; 
5. Communicate with each Single-Point-of-Contact concerning services to deaf or hard-of- 

hearing clients or companions; and 
6. Keep abreast of new technology and resources for ensuring effective communication with 

persons who are deaf or hard-of-hearing. 

VII. Dissemination 
Copies of CASL, Inc’s Auxiliary Aids and Service Plan will be distributed upon request to individuals or 
organizations serving persons with disabilities or who are Limited English Proficient. Contact information for 
requesting a copy of the Plan is posted on the agency’s website. 

 
VIII. Revisions 

The Auxiliary Aids and Service Plan will be reviewed at least annually to determine if updates are needed. If 
necessary, updates shall be made and staff shall be notified of such updates within 60 days of such 
updates. 

 
IX. Hearing Loss Hearing loss can be classified by its onset and its degree. 

 

A. Onset of Hearing Loss 
1. Prelingual – hearing loss initiated before verbal language is acquired. The person may have 

memory of hearing sound. 
2. Postlingual – hearing loss which initiated after verbal language is acquired. This typically 

occurs after the age of 3 or 4. 
Late Deafened – is a postlingual hearing loss which occurs into or after adolescence and 
may occur suddenly or gradually over the years. People who are late deafened may have 
moderate to profound hearing loss, be embarrassed or in denial, and prefer oral 
communication using hearing aids and/or assistive listening devices. 

B. Degree of Hearing Loss 
1. People do not loose hearing in all pitches equally. High and low tones may not be equally heard 

as well. The presence of background noise may decrease the quality of the communication 
experience. 

2. When communicating with persons who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, it is helpful to be familiar 
with the degrees of hearing loss, the characteristics associated with these degrees, the 
communication methods preferred by those who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, and the auxiliary 
aids or services often requested by those who are deaf or hard-of-hearing. This information is 
displayed in Appendix I. 

X. Ensuring Accessibility The procedures below are to be followed by employees to ensure accessibility of 
programs and services to customers or companions with disabilities or who are Limited English Proficient. 
Prior to providing services, staff shall assess client needs by consulting with the client regarding his or her 
preferred communication method, and if applicable, with assigned caseworkers, counselors, parents, family 
members, guardians, or other representatives (i.e. companion). The client/companion’s preference for 
auxiliary aid or service should be given primary consideration. 
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A. For Persons who are Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing 
For Customers who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, staff are required to determine, prior to providing 
services, the method of communication with which the customer feels most comfortable by performing 
a communication assessment. The assessment shall be conducted using the Customer/Companion 
Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record form (Appendix C – blank form & 
sample forms). Once the assessment is completed, the Customer or Companion Request for Free 
Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance form shall be completed by 
the customer (Appendix E). If the client refuses to complete this form, shaff shall make a note on the 
form indicating the client’s refusal. If the client requests an aid/service and will be entering treatment or 
detoxification servies, a Communication Plan for Ongoing Services (Appendix D – blank form & 
sample) shall also be prepared noting which aid/service is to be provided during the various aspects of 
the treatment or detoxification program. Upon completion of the form, a copy of this form, along with the 
Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record form and the 
Customer or Companion Request for Free Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free 
Communication Assistance form shall be sent to the CASL, Inc 504/ADA Coordinator/Single-Point-of- 
Contact by facsimile at 941-552-2475 with the originals being placed into the client’s record behind the 
Screening Information form. The customer’s communication preferences shall also be documented on 
the Screening Information form and the Psychosocial Assessment form (if applicable). Reviews of the 
Communication Plan for Ongoing Services shall be conducted quarterly to determine if reassessment is 
needed. The review of this form shall be documented in the client’s record. If a reassessment is 
needed, the Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record form 
(Appendix C) shall be completed and the box for “reassessment” shall be checked in Section 1 of the 
form. If completed, send copy to 504/ADA Coordinator/SPOC in QI Deptartment by facsimile at 552- 
2475. 

B. For Persons who are Limited English Proficient 
For Customers who are Limited English Proficient (LEP), staff shall identify, at first contact, the 
preferred language of the client and have the client record this on the Request for Free Communication 
Assistance or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance Form for Clients Whose Primary Language is 
Not English (Appendix G). This form shall be sent by facsimile to the CASL, Inc 504/ADA 
Coordinator/Single-Point-of-Contact using the following number: 552-2475 and the original document 
shall be placed in the cient’s record behind the Screening Information form. A notation of the client’s 
preference for an interpreter in a language other than English shall be made in the client’s record on the 
Screening Information form and the Psychosocial Assessment form (if applicable). If the client is deaf or 
hard-of-hearing and LEP, the Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary 
Aid/Service Record form and the Customer or Companion Request for Free Communication Assistance 
or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance form shall be completed and placed into the record. A 
copy of these forms shall also be sent to the CASL, Inc 504/ADA Coordinator/Single-Point-of-Contact. 

1. If needed, use the “I Speak” flashcard found in Appendix M to have the customer or 
companion indicate which language s/he speaks. 

2. Consult the Multilingual Directory of CASL, Inc Staff contained in Appendix Q, if assistance is 
needed for initial communication. 

3. If no assistance is available within CASL, Inc, Addictions Receiving Facility/Detoxification Unit 
staff may contact CASL, Inc’s Consultant, Raul Rivero, referenced at the bottom of Appendix Q, 
if a Spanish interpreter is needed. If Mr. Rivero is not available, or if another language is needed, 
Addictions Receiving Facility/Detoxification Unit staff may contact the Language Line Services in 
Appendix U then notify the Special Services Vice-President regarding services accessed. 
Notification of the 504/ADA Coordinator/SPOC is also necessary as follows: between 6:00 a.m. 
– 10:30 p.m. call cellular # 504-2335 (leave message if not answered); between 10:30 p.m. – 
6:00 a.m. call ext. 1029 and leave message. Staff in the remaining, non-emergent, 
programs/services shall consult their program Vice-President, or designee, without delay for 
guidance and approval to use CASL, Inc’s Consultant for Spanish interpretation, Raul Rivero, 
listed in Appendix Q or the Language Line Services in Appendix U. Notify the 504/ADA 
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Coordinator/SPOC of such use: 504-2335. Staff shall document foreign language services on 
the Documentation of Foreign Language Interpretation Services form located in Appendix H. 
Upon completion, a copy of the document shall be sent to the 504/ADA Coordinator/SPOC by 
facsimile (552-2475) and the original placed in the client record behind the Screening Information 
form. 

C. The communication options for persons who are deaf or hard-of-hearing may include but not be limited 
to the Florida Relay Service (Appendix N), TDDs (Telecommunication Devices for the Deaf), CART 
(Communication Access Realtime Translation), FAX (Telephone Facsimile Transmittal), phone 
amplifiers, certified sign language interpreters, remote video interpretation, flash cards, lip-reading, 
written notes, supplementary hearing devices, charts, signs or a combination of these, as appropriate. 
VisCom, Absolute Quality Interpreting (AQI) Services, LLC, and Associated Interpreters for the Deaf, 
Inc. are three local sign language interpretation services available to CASL, Inc and are referenced in 
Appendix S entitled “Sign Language Interpreting Services” and in Appendix R entitled “Directory of 
Agencies and Organizations.” Staff shall verify the credentials of sign language interpreters prior to the 
provision of services by ensuring that a valid certification card issued by the Registry of Interpreters for 
the Deaf (RID) is on file. If a copy of the certification card is not located in Appendix S, staff shall 
request a copy be sent by the interpretation service provider by facsimile or e-mail. Upon receipt, a 
copy of the certification card shall be sent to the CASL, Inc 504/ADA Coordinator/SPOC by facsimile at: 
941-366-0333. CASL, Inc has assistive listening devices called “Pocket Talkers,” as referenced in 
Appendix P, to aid those who are hard-of-hearing. These aids are either located at, or available to, 
each service location.  Remote video interpretation capability is available if a sign language interpreter 
is needed and an on-site interpretation session is not readily available. Remote video interpretation 
should be used as a back-up method of communication. On-site interpretation is preferred. Additionally, 
telephone amplifiers, for both desk and pay phones, are available at each residential campus and are 
referenced in Appendix P. Staff shall contact the Local SPOC if assistance is needed in accessing 
these aids/services. If additional devices are required that are not immediately available the SPOC will 
immediately purchase the item for the client utilizing incidental funds. 

D. The Vice-President (or designee) with budget approval over the program/department has the 
responsibility for approving the acquisition of auxiliary aids/services not readily available within CASL, 
Inc. Consultation with the Vice-President (or designee) shall occur without delay in order to meet the 
time-line designated in Section XIII below entited “Provision of Interpreters in a Timely Manner.” Staff 
within the Admissions Office of the Addictions Receiving Facility/Detoxification Unit, however, shall 
make immediate arrangements for sign language interpreter services, if requested by a client, 
according to the time-frames noted in Section XIII entitled “Provision of Interpreters in a Timely 
Manner.” Notification to the Vice-President of Special Services shall be made immediately after 
interpretation services have been arranged. Notification of CASL, Inc’s 504/ADA Coordinator/Single 
Point-of-Contact is also necessary as follows: between 6:00 a.m. – 10:30 p.m. call cellular # 232-2598 
(leave message if not answered); between 10:30 p.m. – 6:00 a.m. call ext. 1029 and leave message. A 
copy of the invoices reflecting the service/aid rendered shall be kept with the Customer or Companion 
Request for Free Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance form. 

E. Refer to Section XIV, “Other Means of Communication” for non-essential communication or interim 
communication needed between the time of request and time of acquisition of preferred aid/service. 

F. Perform a communication assessment of the client. If the client is deaf, hard-of-hearing, or either deaf 
or hard-of-hearing and Limited English Proficient, document the assessment in the client’s file utilizing 
the Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record form 
(Appendix C), the Screening Information form and the Psychosocial Assessment form (if applicable). 

G. Each deaf or hard-of-hearing Customer or Companion who requests an aid or a service shall be 
provided a Customer Feedback form (Appendix F) at time of discharge from treatment/services. For 
those clients who are in long-term treatment, a Customer Feedback form shall be provided to the client 
on a quarterly basis.The provision of the Customer Feedback form shall be documented in the client 
record via a progress note. 

H. The use of auxiliary aids, certified sign language interpreters, translators, or foreign-language 
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interpreters will be at no cost to the client or companion. 

XI. Translation of Written Materials Translation of documents to ensure effective communication will depend 
on the customer’s/companion’s preferred method. Tranlation of written materials in Braille, taped 
recordings, or large print may be necessary. Vital documents routinely provided in English to applicants, 
customers and the public should be available in regularly encountered languages other than English. It is 
vital that documents be identified and translated into the non-English language of each regularly 
encountered Limited English Proficient group eligible to be served or to be directly affected. In addition to 
internal resources, document translation services are available through the International Translation Center, 
as referenced in Appendix V, and for Spanish translation services, through CASL, Inc’s Spanish 
Consultant, Raul Rivero, as referenced in Appendix Q. Coordinate with CASL, Inc’s 504/ADA 
Coordinator/SPOC when document translation services are needed. 

 
XII. Competency of Interpreters 

 

A. Certification of foreign language interpreters is not required; however, competency requires: 
1. The ability to demonstrate proficiency in both English and the other language, 
2. Fundamental knowledge in both languages including any specialized terms or concepts 

peculiar to the program or activity, and phraseology used by the Limited English Proficient 
person, 

3. Sensitivity to the person’s culture, 
4. Understanding and following confidentiality and impartiality rules, 
5. Adherance to role as interpreter without deviating into a role as advisor or counselor. 
6. CASL verifies the certification of all interpreters credentials engaged and ensures that agencies it 

collaborates with are properly certified. 
B. Sign Language Interpreters used for interpretation must be “certified.” Levels/types of sign 

language certifications are listed in Appendix O entitled “Interpreting Credentials.” 

XIII. Provision of Interpreters in a Timely Manner Staff shall provide interpreters for deaf or hard-of-hearing 
and the Limited English Proficient customers and companions in a timely manner in accordance to the 
following standards: 

 
A. Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing 

1. Non-Scheduled Interpreter Requests 
Emergency - For any emergency situation that is not a scheduled appointment, staff shall 
make an interpreter available as soon as possible, but in no case later than two (2) hours from 
the time the customer, companion or staff requests an interpreter, whichever is earlier. 
Non-emergency - If the situation is not an emergency, staff shall offer to schedule an 
appointment (and provide an interpreter where necessary for effective communication) as 
convenient to the customer or companion, but at least by the next business day. 

2. Scheduled Interpreter Requests For scheduled events, staff shall make a certified interpreter 
available at the time of the scheduled appointment. If an interpreter fails to appear for the 
scheduled appointment, staff shall take whatever additional actions are necessary to make a 
certified interpreter available to the deaf or hard-of-hearing client or companion as soon as 
possible, but in no case later than two (2) hours after the scheduled appointment or at the 
convenience of the client or companion. 

B. Limited English Proficient 
Foreign language interpretation should be provided at a time and place that avoids the effective 
denial of the service or the imposition of an undue burden on or delay of important 
rights/benefits/services. 

XIV. Other Means of Communication Staff shall continue to try to communicate with the customer or 
companion insofar as the customer or companion seeks to communicate, between the time an interpreter is 
requested and the time an interpreter arrives. Refer to Appendix K (In-Person Communication Etiquette), 
Appendix L (Interpreter and Translation Services Poster) and Appendix M (I Speak Flash Cards) as a 
guide. 
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A. Language services include, as a first preference, the availability of qualified bilingual staff that can 
communicate directly with customers or companions in their preferred language. 
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B. When a bilingual staff member is not available, the next preference is face-to-face interpretation 
provided by qualified contract or volunteer language interpreter. 

C. Telephone interpreter services should be used as a supplemental system when an interpreter is not 
available, or when services are needed for an unusual or infrequently encountered language. 

D. Sign language interpreter services must be certified. 
E. Avoid using family members, children (especially minors), friends, and untrained volunteers since it 

is difficult to ensure accuracy and to avoid ethical conflicts. 
F. CASL, Inc will purchase assistive listening devices called “Pocket Talkers” and telephone 

amplification devices referenced in Appendix P, to aid those who are hard-of-hearing. Contact the 
Local Single Point-of-Contact (Local SPOC) or, if needed, CASL, Inc’s 504/ADA Coordinator/Single 
Point-of-Contact should this device be needed (see Appendix B). 

G. The use of assistive devices (vibratory alarms) will be incorporated with relevant services (tactile 
communication) for persons with multiple disabilities such as deafness and blindness. 

H. If the individual declines the use of the free foreign language or sign language interpreter, or other 
auxiliary aids, the client’s file must be noted, utilizing the Customer or Companion Request for Free 
Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance Form (Appendix E) or 
the Request for Free Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance for 
Clients Whose Primary Language is not English (Appendix G) as appropriate. 

 
XV. Effectiveness of Communications 

In the event that communication is not effective, or if the nature of the communication changes significantly 
after the initial communication assessment, staff shall re-assess which appropriate auxiliary aids and/or 
services are necessary for effective communication. This shall be accomplished by consulting with the client 
using the Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record form 
(Appendix C) and Customer/Companion Request for Free Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free 
Communication Assistance form, if needed (Appendix E). 

 
XVI. Denials 

Denial of an auxiliary aid/service should only be made for non-aid essential communication. Staff must, 
however, still ensure that effective communication is achieved through whatever alternate means provided. 
Denial determination shall only be made by CASL, Inc’s President/CEO or designee. Denials shall be 
documented on the Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aids/Services Record 
form noting the date and time of the denial and name of staff member making the denial. A copy of the 
denial shall be provided to the client/companion. 

 
XVII. Identifying Language Trends To ensure meaningful access to programs and services, language trends 

should be identified by: 
 

A. Identifying the non-English languages that are likely to be encountered in its programs and 
estimating the numbers of Limited English Proficient persons eligible for services that are likely to 
be affected by its program. This can be done by reviewing census data, client utilization data, and 
community’s organizations. The estimate should be used as a guide for employee recruitment. 

1. Informing customers of the purpose for collecting data on race, ethnicity and language, 
2. Emphasizing that such data are confidential and will not be used for discriminatory 

purposes, 
3. A client does not have to provide the information if he or she chooses not to provide such 

information, unless required by law, 
B. Identifying the points of contact in the program or activity where language assistance is likely to be 

needed, 
C. Identifying resources needed, location and availability of these resources, and 
D. Reporting the identified language needs to the Office of Civil Rights or the Regional Civil Rights 

Officer. 

XVIII. Accessibility for Persons who have Sensory, Speech, or Mobility Limitations The following are 
procedures and minimum requirements for ensuring accessibility of meetings, conferences and seminars to 
persons with sensory, speech or mobility impairments or Limited English Proficiency. 

 
A. Facilities used for public meetings, conferences and seminars will be reviewed for accessibility by 

the program/department sponsoring the activity in coordination with the 504/ADA 
Coordinator/Single Point-of-Contact, if needed and available. 
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B. When public meetings, conferences and seminars are scheduled, information will be included in the 
advisements, conference registrations materials or meeting notices that participants will be 
provided with the necessary auxiliary aid at no cost to them. The information will include the name 
of a contact person and a date by which the person must request such assistance. The registration 
process will include a method for determining the number and type of persons with disabilities 
needing assistance as well as the type of personal assistance or accommodation requested. 

C. The following provisions are required if sensory, speech, mobility impaired or Limited English 
Proficient persons plan to attend the specific public meeting, conference or seminar: 

1. Certified interpreters for persons with speech, sensory, or mobility limitations and 
accessibility to Teletype (TTY) or Telecommunications Device for Deaf (TDD) equipment. 
NOTE: When telephones are provided for use by participants or residents (customers, 
employees or the public), TTYs/TDDs must be provided for participants or residents who 
are deaf or hard-of-hearing. 

2. Adequate lighting in meeting rooms so signing by interpreter can be readily seen. 
3. Readers or cassette recordings to enable full participation by persons with visual 

limitations. 
4. Interpreters for Limited English Proficient persons. 
5. Agenda and other conference materials translated into usable form. 
6. Parking spaces clearly marked with appropriate ramps and curb cuts will be provided for 

persons with disabilities. 
7. Where parking is available on or adjacent to the site, one 96" wide space with a 60" access 

aisle shall be set aside for the car of each participant with mobility limitations requesting it  
in advance of the meeting. Two accessible parking spaces may share a common access 
aisle. 

8. Where parking is not available on or adjacent to the site, valet parking or other alternative 
accommodations for participants with mobility limitations shall will be provided. 

9. Entrance ramps shall be available and appropriate (36" wide or wider, level with adjacent 
surface and a manageable slope or incline of no more than one-inch rise per foot, 1:12). 

10. Meeting rooms will be all on one level or capable of being reached by elevators or ramps 
that can be independently traversed by a participant with mobility limitations. 

11. Stages, platforms, etc., to be used by persons in wheelchairs shall be accessible by ramps 
or lifts. 

12. Seating arrangements for persons in wheelchairs will be adapted to integrate persons who 
are mobility limited rather than to isolate them on the group’s perimeter. 

13. Sufficient accessible guestrooms (at the same rate as guestrooms for other participants) 
shall be located in the facility where meeting, etc., is held or in a facility housing the other 
participants. 

a. One unobstructed entrance to each facility. 
b. Doors operable by single effort. 
c. Door handles no more than 48" from floor. 

14. Elevator provided if over one story. 
a. Sensitive safety edges provided. 
b. Controls no more than 48" from floor. 
c. Controls with Braille numbers or letters. 
d. Accommodates wheelchair 29" X 45". 

15. Accessible Restrooms 
a. Level access for each sex on each floor. 
b. Turn-around-space 5’ X 5’. 
c. Door clearance of 32". 
d. Grab rails provided. 
e. Shelves, racks, dispensers, etc., not more than 48" for forward reach or 54 " for 

side reach. 
f. Restroom signs indicating accessibility. 

16. Wheelchair accessible telephones. 
17. Accessible drinking fountains with cup dispensers. 
18. Audible and visible fire alarms. 

XIX. Notification DCF’s Non-discrimination Policy, Limited English Proficient and Interpreter Services for the 
deaf or hard-of-hearing posters will be displayed in buildings’ main entrances, lobby areas, waiting areas, 
and on bulletin boards. 
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A. The name, telephone number, and TDD number for the CASL, Inc and DCF 504/ADA Coordinator 
or Civil Rights Officer will be listed on poster for the deaf or hard-of-hearing to ensure accessible 
services to customers and companions. Descriptive information on the availability of auxiliary aids 
and services to persons requiring assisting devices or aids will be included in announcements 
related to meetings, employment or job opportunities, seminars, workshops and conferences, as 
well as to services offered by CASL, Inc. 

B. Staff shall be notified of all changes/updates to Auxiliary Aids and Service Plans. 

XX. Training 

A. New employees shall receive training within 60 days of hire on auxiliary aids and services for 
persons with disabilities, Limited English Proficiency, and for the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing, as 
designated in DCF’s CFOP 60-10, Chapters 1, 3 and 4, CFOP 60-16, Methods of Administration, 
Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 
1973. 

B. All staff will receive training annually on how to provide assistance to persons with disabilities and 
who are Limited English Proficient Customers and Companions in obtaining assistive devices 
and/or aids, or other reasonable accommodations. This training is mandatory and will be tracked. 
Training will include: 

1. Procedures for serving customers and companions who are deaf, hard-of-hearing, low 
vision, blind, persons who have mobility limitations and Limited English Proficient. 

2. Awareness of deaf or hard-of-hearing; speech limitations; low vision and blindness; reading 
limitations and dyslexia; and mobility limitations. 

3. Communication options available. 
4. How to provide reasonable accommodations for customers and potential customers, i.e., 

how to access or purchase auxiliary aids, interpreter services and physical modifications. 
5. Requirements for making meetings, conferences and services accessible. 
6. Awareness of the Auxiliary Aids and Service Plan, including how to access the Plan. 

 
XXI. Compliance Monitoring Monitoring will be conducted by DCF/CFBHN and other funders, as appropriate, 

to assess CASL, Inc’s compliance with providing services to persons with disabilities and who are Limited 
English Proficient. These monitorings may be conducted on-site or through desk reviews. 

 
XXII. Compliance Review Reviews will be conducted by DCF/CFBHN to ensure compliance with all civil rights 

regulations. These reviews will be conducted on-site and may address multiple issues (full scope review) or 
may address fewer issues (limited scope review). 

 
XXIII. Documentation/Record Retention 

 

A. A copy of the Customer/ Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record 
form, the Waiver of Right for Free Interpreter Services or Other Auxiliary Aids or Services form and 
the Customer Feedback form shall be forwarded to the Single Point-of-Contact who shall forward 
the appropriate forms to the Regional/Institutional ADA/Section 504 Coordinator. CASL, Inc shall 
retain the original document of the Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary 
Aid/Service Record form and Waiver form in the client’s file. Client records will be retained 
according to CASL, Inc “Clinical Records C-05” and “Clinical Records Security C-37” policies and 
procedures. 

B. All final requests for accommodations, along with relevant documentation, will be forwarded to the 
designated DCF 504/ADA Coordinator. 
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APPENDIX A 
STATEWIDE DCF SECTION 504/ADA COORDINATORS 

 
 

Denise Crawford, Civil Rights Assistant 
1317 Winewood Boulevard – Building 1, Room 140 – Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0700 

Phone: 850-487-1901 Fax: 850-921-8470 TDD: 850-922-9220 

Location Civil Rights Contact 
Information1 

Mailing address 

Headquarters Brittany Gardener P: 850-717-4566 1317 Winewood Blvd, Building 
1, Rm 140-F Tallahassee, 
Florida 32399 

    

Florida State 
Hospital 

Freeman Bishop III P: 850-717-4565 
C: 850-383-5702 

1317 Winewood Blvd, Building 
1, Rm 140-H Tallahassee, 
Florida 32399 

Northeast Region 
Includes 

Northeast Florida 
State Hospital 

& 
North Florida 

Evaluation and 
Treatment Center 

Richard (Dick) 
Valentine 

P: 904-485-9682 
C: 904-626-0945 
F: 904-723-2144 

5920 Arlington Expressway 
Roberts Building, Room 328 
Jacksonville, Florida 32211 

Suncoast Region Romina Artaza P: 727-373-1758 
C: 813-690-8308 
F: 727-373-7770 

11351 Ulmerton Road, Suite 
439B 
Largo, FL 33778 

Central Region Richard Dicks, Jr. P: 407-317-7552 
C: 407-489-2038 
F: 407-834-3470 

400 W. Robinson Street, #S- 
936K Orlando, Florida 32801 

Southeast Region Heather DePetro P: 561-227-6723 
C: 561-398-5637 
F: 561-837-5563 
TDD: 561-650-6823 

111 S. Sapodilla Avenue, #317- 
I West Palm Beach, Florida 
33401 

Southern Region Shenna Fluriach P: 786-257-5218 
C: 786-385-2008 

401 NW 2nd Avenue, Suite S- 
926C Miami, FL 33128 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 P = Phone, C = Cell, F= Fax, TDD = Telecommunication Device for Deaf Persons 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 

504/ADA COORDINATOR/SINGLE POINT-OF-CONTACT (SPOC) FOR CASL, INC 
 
 

Location Single-Point-of- 
Contacts 

Contact 
Information 1 

Mailing address 

Corporate Office Sheila Brion 

Chief Information 
Officer. 

Primary 

O: 941-275-2373 
 
C: 941-915-6395 

 

2911 Fruitville Road 
Sarasota, FL 34237 
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APPENDIX C 
CUSTOMER OR COMPANION 

COMMUNICATION ASSESSMENT AND 
AUXILIARY AID AND SERVICE RECORD 

 
*This form is completed by DCF Personnel or the Contracted Client Services Provider for each service date. 
Region/Circuit/Institution: Program: Subsection: 

□ Customer □ Companion 
Name: 

Date: Time: Case No.: 

□ Deaf  □ Hard-of-Hearing □ Deaf and Low Vision or Blind □ Hard-of-Hearing and Low Vision or Blind 
□ Deaf and Limited English Proficient □ Hard-of-Hearing and Limited English Proficient 
□ Scheduled Appointment □ Non-Scheduled Appointment □ No Show Date/Time of Scheduled Appt: 
Name of Staff Completing Form: 

Section 1: Communication Assessment 
□ Initial □ Reassessment □ Subsequent Appointment 
Individual Communication Ability: 

Nature, Length and Importance of Anticipated Communication Situation(s): 

□ Communication Plan for Multiple or Long-Term Visits Completed □ Not Applicable 
□ Aid-Essential Communication Situation □ Non-Aid Essential Communication Situation 
Number of Person(s) Involved with Communication: 
Name(s): 
Individual Health Status or Medical Concerns: 

Section 2: Auxiliary Aid/Service Requested and Provided 
Type of Auxiliary Aid/Service Requested: 

 
Date Requested: Time Requested: 
Nature of Auxiliary Aid/Service Provided: 
Sign Language Interpreter: □ Certified Interpreter □ Qualified Staff □ Video Remote Interpretive Service □ Large Print 
□ Assistance Filling Out Forms  □ Video Relay Services □ Florida Relay □ Written Material □ CART □ Other: 
Interpreter Service Status: □ Arrival Time:  □  Met Expectations of Client □ Met Expectations of Staff 
□ No Show □ Cancellations 
Alternative Auxiliary Aid or Service Provided, including information on CD or Floppy Diskette, Audiotape, Braille, 
Large Print of Translated Materials: 

Date and Time Provided: 
 

 

Section 3: Additional Services Required 
Was communication effective? □ Yes □ No If not, please explain why communication was not effective? 

What action (s) was taken to ensure effective communication? 
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During the initial assessment, or the reassessment, if it is determined that multiple or long term visits will be 
needed, a Communication Plan shall be completed. Services shall continue to be provided to Customers or 
Companions, during the entire period of the Customer’s hospitalization, residency, long term treatment, or 
subsequent visits. Discuss with the Customer or Companion their preferred mode of communication in each of 
the following on-going communication situations and incorporate into the case plan. The following list is not 
exhaustive and does not imply there are not other communication situations that may be encountered. 
Refer to the instructions for further explanation. 

Communication Plan for Ongoing Services 

Section 4: Referral Agency Notification 
Name of Referral Agency: 

Date of Referral: Information Provided regarding Auxiliary Aid or Service Need(s): 

Section 5: Denial of Auxiliary Aid/Service by Department* 
Reason Requested Auxiliary Aid or Service Not Provided: 

Denial Determination made by Regional Director/Circuit Administrator/Hospital Administrator or Designee or the 
Contracted Client Services Provider Administrator or their Designee: 

Denial Date: Denial Time: 

*Denials should only be made for non-aid essential communication. However, staff must still ensure that effective 
communication is achieved through whatever alternative means that are provided. Denial Determination can only be 
made by Regional Director/Circuit Administrator/Hospital Administrator or their Designee or the Contracted Client 
Services Provider Administrator or their Designee. 

 

 

□ Intake/Interview: 

□ Medical: 

□ Dental: 

□ Mental Health: 

□ Safety and Security: 

□ Programs: 

□ Off Campus trips: 

□ Legal: 

□ Food Service / Dietician 
 
 

Signature of person completing form: Date: 

Signature of Customer or Companion: Date: 
 

*A copy of this form shall be sent by facsimile to the Director of HR. at the following #: 366-0333. The original 
shall be placed in the client’s record behind the Screening Information form. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CUSTOMER/COMPANION COMMUNICATION ASSESSMENT AND 
AUXILIARY AID AND SERVICE RECORD 

 
The purpose of the Customer Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid and Service Record is to 
facilitate the collection and coordination of auxiliary aids and services provided to Customers or Companions who are 
deaf or hard-of-hearing. It is recommended that the person or persons that have been designated to complete the 
form become familiar with its contents so we can readily identify the needs of our Customers and Companions. 

 
HEADER: 
The form must be completed for each Service Date. All information must be legible. All requested information must 
be included on the form. 

Indicate your Region/Circuit/Institution: For Example: 
 If you work in Pensacola, then you would enter: Northwest/Circuit 1; 
 If you work at Florida State Hospital, then you will enter: Northwest/Circuit 2/FSH. Or 
 If you are a provider in the Northwest Region you will enter: Northwest Region/Circuit Number/Provider name 

Program: 
 For example: Family Safety, ACCESS, Mental Health, and so forth. 

Subsection: 
 For example: If your Program is ACCESS, then your Subsection may be – Call Center, Food Stamps, Medicaid, 

and so forth. 
 

You must identify if the individual being served is a Customer or a Companion. 
 A Customer is any individual seeking or receiving services from the Department or any of its’ Contracted 

Service Providers. 
 A Companion is any individual who is deaf and hard-of-hearing and communicates with the Department or any 

of its’ Contracted Service Providers on the behalf of the Customer. 

Include their name, date and time of contact, and their case number or other identifier: 
 Exclude social security number, date of birth, driver’s license, etc. 

Indicate if the individual is: Check one box only. 
 Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing: This is a person with a low or permanent hearing loss requiring the use of auxiliary 

aids or services. 
 Deaf and Low Vision or Blind: This is a person with any loss of vision. 
 Hard-of-Hearing and Low Vision or Blind, as described above. 
 Deaf and Limited English Proficient: This is a person who does not speak English, or has the limited ability to 

read, speak, write, or understand English. 
 Hard-of-Hearing and Limited English Proficient, as described above. 

Identify if it is a scheduled appointment or if it is a non-scheduled appointment: 
 Scheduled Appointment – Must have a certified interpreter available at the time of the schedule appointment. 

If interpreter fails to appear, staff shall take whatever additional actions are necessary to make a certified 
interpreter available to the Customer or Companion as soon as possible, but in no case later than two (2) 
hours after the scheduled appointment. 

 Non-Scheduled Appointment – In emergency situations an interpreter shall be made available as soon as 
possible, but in no case later than two (2) hours from the time the Customer or Companion or staff requests an 
interpreter, whichever is earlier. If the situation is not an emergency, staff shall offer to schedule an 
appointment (and provide an interpreter when necessary for effective communication) as convenient to the 
Customer or Companion, at least by the next business day. 

 No Show – Check this box if the customer or companion failed to show for their appointment. 
 Date/Time – Indicate the date and time of the scheduled appointment, even if the client was a no show. 
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Complete a Communication Plan for foreseeable multiple or long-term visits. 

It is very important to include the name of the staff member completing this assessment. 
 Please print or ensure your handwriting is legible. 

 
SECTION 1: COMMUNICATION ASSESSMENT: 
Initial assessment: 

 Check the box if this is an initial assessment. 
 Initial assessments are done upon first contact with the customer or companion. 

Reassessment: 
 Check the box if this is a reassessment. 
 In the event communication is not effective, or if the nature of the communication changes significantly after 

the initial assessment, staff shall conduct a reassessment to determine which appropriate auxiliary aid or 
service is necessary. 

 This shall be accomplished, when possible, in consultation with the Customer or Companion. 
Subsequent Appointment: Check the appropriate box. 

 
Individual Communication Ability: 

 Always consult with the Customer or Companion when possible to determine which appropriate auxiliary aids 
and services are needed to ensure effective communication. 

 
Nature, Length, and Importance of Anticipated Communication Situation (s): 

 The assessment shall take into account the nature, length, and importance of the communication at issue and 
anticipated communication situations. 

 This section should be completed with much detail, as this will assist in determining whether the 
communication is aid essential or non-aid essential. 

 Consult with the customer or companion where possible to determine what type of auxiliary aid or service is 
needed to ensure effective communication. 

 Use this information to assist in determining whether a communication plan is necessary. 
 You may attach additional sheets detailing this information. 

 
Individual Health Status or Medical Concerns: 

 Do not use electronic devices or equipment that may interfere with medical or monitoring equipment or which 
may otherwise constitute a threat to any Customer’s medical condition. 

 You shall provide alternative means to effective communication and document this information in the medical 
chart or case file. 

 

 The communication plan for ongoing services is typically used in Mental Health Treatment Facilities, and other 
Direct Client Service Facilities where customers reside for long periods of time and or have numerous 
communications with personnel of varying length and complexity, which are determined as Aid-Essential 
Communication Situations. 

 The term Aid-Essential Communication Situation shall mean any circumstance in which the importance, 
length, and complexity of the information being conveyed is such that the exchange of information between 
parties should be considered as Aid-Essential, meaning that the requested auxiliary aid or service is always 
provided. 

 Communication situations will differ from program to program, therefore you will need to identify all 
situations where you will have contact with a Customer or Companion and develop the plan on how you will 
communicate with them. 

 During follow-up visits or long term care, subsequent requests for the appropriate auxiliary aids and services 
by the Customer or Companion is not required because this is already captured in their communication plan. 
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Court proceedings 

Appeal Hearings 

Complaint and grievance process 

 
 

□ Legal: 
 
 
 

Intake/Interview: 
 During the Provision of a Customer’s rights, informed consent, or permission for treatment 

 During the Determination of eligibility for public benefits during the intake and review processes, except during 
completion of the initial Food Stamp Application 

□ Medical: 
 Determination of a Customer’s medical, psychiatric, psychosocial, nutritional, and functional history or description of 

condition, ailment or injury 
 Determination and explanation of a Customer’s diagnosis or prognosis, and current condition; 
 Explanation of procedures, tests, treatment options, or surgery 
 Explanation of medications prescribed, such as dosage, instructions for how and when the medication is to be taken, 

possible side effects or food or drug interactions 
 Discussion of treatment plans 
 Explanation regarding follow-up treatments, therapies, test results, or recovery 

 During visits by the Nurse 
□ Dental: 

 Explanation of procedures, tests, treatment options, or surgery 

 Explanation of x-rays 

 Instructions on self maintenance, i.e., brushing, flossing, etc. 
□ Mental Health: 

 Provision of psychological or psychiatric evaluations, group and individual therapy, counseling, and other therapeutic 
activities, including but not limited to grief counseling and crisis intervention 

 Provision of discharge planning and discharge instructions 
□ Safety and Security: 

 Communication of relevant information prior to or as soon as possible after putting a person into restraints including but 
not limited to the purpose for using restraints and the conditions under which restraints will be removed 

 Communication of emergency procedures, fire drills, etc. 
□ Programs: 

 Presentation of educational classes concerning DCF programs and/or other information related to treatment and case 
management plans; 

□ Off Campus trips or Recreational Activities: 

 In each situation requiring an Auxiliary Aid (whether Aid-Essential or Non-Aid Essential), you must identify in 
the plan the name and title of the person responsible for ensuring the auxiliary aid is provided. 

 You must also provide a description of the information being communicated to the customer or companion. 
 

Example: Type of Aid: ASL Interpreter Purpose of Aid: GED Class – Instructions on preparation for upcoming test 
Person responsible for obtaining auxiliary aid: Jane Employee, Case Manager 

 In the next table, you will see a list of communication situations that are included in a communication plan. 
This list is not exhaustive and does not imply there are not other communication situations that may be Aid- 
Essential in a residential setting or during long-term visits. 

 Also, the list does not imply that each communication situation listed is Aid-Essential. Some communication 
situations may be of a Non-Aid Essential Communication Situation, therefore, the ultimate decision as to 
what measures to take rests with DCF personnel and DCF Contracted Client Services Providers, provided that 
they give primary consideration to the request of the Customer or Companion and the method chosen results 
in effective communication. 

 

 

 

Shopping 
Theme Parks 
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SECTION 2: AUXILIARY AID/SERVICE REQUESTED AND PROVIDED: 

 Document all auxiliary aids and services requested and provided to the customer 
 Indicate the date and time service was provided. 
 When an interpreter is a no show, staff will check the box accordingly, and document in section 3 what 

additional steps were taken to secure an interpreter as required. This may require attaching an additional 
sheet/s to the form, documenting this process. 

 
Alternative Auxiliary Aids or Services Provided: 

 Staff may use alternative auxiliary aids or services, in the following situations, which is not an all inclusive list of 
examples: 

 While waiting for the interpreter to arrive; 
 During non-scheduled appointments or emergency situations; 
 During non-aid essential communication situations; 
 During situations that may constitute a threat to the customer or companions medical condition; 
 When requested by the customer or companion. 

SECTION 3: ADDITIONAL SERVICES REQUIRED: 
 When it is determined that the auxiliary aid and service provided was not effective, staff shall conduct a 

reassessment of the communication need to determine the appropriate alternative auxiliary aid. 
 When staff have determined that the interpreter did not meet their or the customer or companion’s 

expectations, they will document in this section and indicate what additional steps were taken by staff. 
SECTION 4: REFERRAL AGENCY NOTICATION: 

 Provide advance notice to referral agencies of the Customer or Companion’s requested auxiliary aid or service. 
 This section must be documented with a statement indicating that staff notified the referral agency of the 

Customer or Companion’s requested auxiliary aid or service. 
SECTION 5: DENIAL OF AUXILIARY AID/SERVICE: 

 A denial of an auxiliary aid and service should only be done when it is a non-aid essential communication 
 Staff must still ensure that effective communication is achieved through whatever alternative means are 

provided. 
 DCF Personnel and DCF Contracted Client Services Providers must provide a reason for denial of service. 
 Denials can only be made by designated personnel. 
 Provide the name and title of person that made the denial determination, along with the time and date. 

WAIVER FOR FREE INTERPRETER SERVICES 
 If the Customer or Companion declines DCF or DCF Contracted Client Services Provider’s offer to provide free 

auxiliary aids and services, staff shall complete and explain the appropriate form indicating the customer or 
companion’s preferred method of communication. 

 DCF Personnel and DCF Contracted Client Services Providers must be prepared to secure the appropriate 
auxiliary aid or service in Aid-Essential Communication Situations; and observe and ensure that the Customer’s 
or Companion’s preferred auxiliary aid or service is effective. 

The original form must be placed in the Customer’s medical chart or case file. A copy of the form must be provided 
to the Single-Point-of-Contact or the designated ADA/Section 504 Coordinator, along with a copy of the 
corresponding Request For Free Communication or Waiver of Free Communication Form and the Monthly 
summary Report. 

 Investigation by child protective services involving interviews, and home visits/inspections 

 Investigation adult protective services involving interviews, and home visits/inspections 
□ Food Service / Dietician 

 Discussion of food restrictions and preferences 
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Federal law requires the Florida Department of Children and Families and its Contracted Client Services Providers to furnish 
appropriate auxiliary aids and services where necessary to ensure effective communication with individuals with disabilities. Such 
auxiliary aids and services may include: qualified sign language or oral interpreters, note takers, computer-assisted real time 
transcription services, written materials, telephone handset amplifiers, assistive listening devices, assistive listening systems, 
telephones compatible with hearing aids, closed caption decoders, open and closed captioning, videotext displays, and TTYs. 
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Customer or Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid and Service Record 
SPANISH VERSION 

 

 
EVALUACIÓN DE COMUNICACIÓN DE CLIENTE O COMPAÑERO Y 

REGISTRO DE AYUDA Y SERVICIOS AUXILIARES 
 
 

*Este formulario se llenará por el personal de DCF o por un Proveedor Contratado de Servicios al Cliente en cada fecha de 
servicio. 

 

Región/Circuito/Institución: Programa: Subdivisión: 
ƒ Cliente ƒ Compañero 
Nombre: 

Fecha: Tiempo: No. del caso.: 

ƒ Sordo ƒ Hipoacúsico ƒ Sordo y Ciego o con Poca visión ƒ Hipoacúsico y Ciego o con Poca visión 
ƒ Sordo y de Fluidez Limitada con el Inglés ƒ Hipoacúsico y de Fluidez Limitada con el Inglés 
ƒ Cita Programada ƒ Cita no programada ƒ Ausente Fecha/Hora: 
Nombre del personal que llena el formulario: 

Sección 1: Evaluación de comunicación 
ƒ Inicial ƒ Re-evaluación ƒ Cita subsecuente 
Capacidad individual de comunicación: 

Tipo, duración e importancia de Situación de Comunicación Anticipada: 

ƒ El Plan de Comunicación completado para visitas múltiples o de largo plazo ƒ No aplica 
ƒ Situación de Comunicación de Ayuda Esencial ƒ Situación Comunicación de Ayuda No Esencial 
Número de personas envueltas en comunicación: 
Nombres: 
Estado de salud individual para los que buscan servicios médicos: 

Sección 2: Ayuda/servicio auxiliar solicitado y provisto 
Tipo de ayuda/servicio auxiliar solicitados: 
Fecha solicitada: Hora solicitada: 

Naturaleza de la ayuda/servicio auxiliar provistos: 
Intérprete de leguaje de señas: ƒ   Intérprete certificado ƒ Personal cualificado ƒ 
Servicio de intérprete remoto por video ƒ Letra grande 
ƒ Ayuda para llenar formularios   ƒ Servicios de retransmisión de video ƒ Retransmisión Florida ƒ Material 
escrito ƒ CART ƒ Otro: 

Estatus del servicio interpretativo:  ƒ Hora de Llegada: -----------------------ƒ El cliente quedó satisfecho ƒ El personal 
ƒ No se presentó ƒ Cancelaciones 
Ayudas o servicios auxiliares alternos provistos, incluyendo la información en CD o en diskette, cinta de audio, Braille, 
materiales traducidos en letra grande: 
Fecha y Hora provistas: 

Sección 3: Servicios Adicionales Requeridos 
Fue la comunicación eficaz? ~ Sí ~ No ¿Si no, explique por favor porqué la comunicación no fue eficaz? 
¿Qué acción se realizó para asegurar la comunicación eficaz? 
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EVALUACIÓN DE COMUNICACIÓN DE CLIENTE O COMPAÑERO 
Y 

REGISTRO DE AYUDA Y SERVICIOS AUXILIARES 
 

Sección 4: Notificación a Agencia de Referido 
Nombre de la agencia de referidos: 

 

Fecha de referido: La información provista con respecto a necesidades de ayuda y servicios auxiliares: 
 

Sección 5: Negación por el Departamento de Ayuda y Servicios Auxiliares: 
 

Por qué razón solicitó la ayuda y servicios auxiliares no provistos:  
Determinación de denegación hecha por el Director Regional/Administrador del Circuito/Administrador de Hospital 
o Persona Designada, o el Proveedor Contratado de Servicios al Cliente o su Persona Designada: 

 
 

Fecha de la denegación: Hora de la denegación: 
Las denegaciones se deben hacer solamente contra ayudas de comunicación no esenciales. Sin embargo, el personal 
debe aun así asegurarse de que la comunicación sea eficaz por cualesquiera medios alternos que se provean. La 
determinación de la denegación la puede hacer solamente el Director Regional/Administrador del 
Circuito/Administrador de Hospital o Persona Designada, o el Proveedor Contratado de Servicios al Cliente o su Persona 
Designada 

 

  Plan de Comunicación para Servicios  Continuos  
Durante la evaluación inicial, o re-evaluación, si se determina que se necesitan visitas múltiples o de largo plazo, se 
formará un plan de comunicación. Los servicios continuarán siendo provistos a los Clientes o a los Compañeros, durante 
el período entero de hospitalización, internación, tratamiento a largo plazo o visitas subsecuentes del Cliente. Hable con 
el Cliente o Compañero acerca del modo preferido de comunicación en cada una de las siguientes situaciones continuas 
de comunicación. e incorpórelas en el plan del caso. La lista siguiente no es exhaustiva y no implica que no haya otras 
situaciones de comunicación que en la cual se puedan encontrar. Referirse a las instrucciones para explicaciones 
adicionales. 

- Inscripción/entrevista: 
- Médico: 
- Dental: 
- Salud mental: 
- Seguridad: 
- Programas: 

- Viajes fuera del campus: 
- Legal: 
- Servicio Alimenticio/Nutricionista 

 
 

Firma de la persona que llena el formulario: Fecha: 
 

 
Firma del Cliente o Compañero: Fecha: Este 

*Una copia de este formulario debe ser enviado al Director de Mejoras de Calidad al siguiente número de fax 
365-4113. El documento original será incluido en la historia médica del cliente detrás del formulario Informativo 
Diagnóstico. 
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EVALUACIÓN DE COMUNICACIÓN DE CLIENTE O COMPAÑERO Y 
REGISTRO DE AYUDA Y SERVICIOS AUXILIARES 

 
 
 

INSTRUCCIONES PARA LA EVALUACIÓN DE COMUNICACIÓN DE CLIENTE O COMPAÑERO Y 
REGISTRO DE AYUDA Y SERVICIOS AUXILIARES 

 
El propósito de la Evaluación De Comunicación Para Cliente o Compañero y Registro De Ayuda y Servicios 
Auxiliares es de facilitar la colección y la coordinación Ayuda y Servicios Auxiliares provistos a los clientes o a los 

compañeros que son sordos o Hipoacúsicos. Se recomienda que la persona o personas que se han señalado para 
llenar el formulario se familiaricen con el contenido para que así podamos identificar fácilmente las necesidades 

de nuestros clientes y compañeros. 
INICIO: 
Se debe llenar el formulario para cada fecha del servicio. Toda la información debe ser legible. Toda la 
información solicitada debe ser incluida en la forma. 
Indique a su región/circuito/institución: Por ejemplo: 

 Si usted trabaja en Pensacola, entonces usted pondría: Noroeste/Circuito 1; 
 Si usted trabaja en el Hospital Estatal de Florida, entonces usted pondrá: Noroeste/Circuito 2/FSH. ó 
 Si usted es un proveedor en la región del noroeste usted pondrá: Región Noroeste/Número de 

Circuito/Nombre de Proveedor 
Programa: 

 Por ejemplo: Seguridad Familiar, ACCESS, Salud Mental, y así sucesivamente. 
Subdivisión: 

 Por ejemplo: Si su programa es ACCESS, entonces su subdivisión puede ser – centro de llamadas, cupones 
de alimentos, Medicaid, y así sucesivamente. 

Usted debe identificar si el individuo servido es un cliente o un compañero. 
 Un Cliente es un individuo que busca o recibe servicios del Departamento o de cualquiera de sus 

Proveedores Contratados para Servicios 
 Un Compañero es un individuo que es sordo e hipoacúsico y se comunica de parte del cliente con el 

Departamento o cualquiera de sus Proveedores Contratados para Servicios. 

Incluya el nombre, la fecha y la hora del contacto, y el número del caso u otra cosa identificadora: 
 Excluya el número de Seguridad Social, la fecha de nacimiento, la licencia de conductor, etc. 

Indique si el individuo es: Marque un cuadrito solamente. 
 Sordo o Hipoacúsico: Esto es una persona con pérdida de audición, poca o permanente, que requiere el uso de 

ayudas y servicios auxiliares. 
 Sordo y Ciego o con Poca visión: Esto es una persona con cualquier pérdida de visión. 
 Hipoacúsico y Ciego o con Poca visión, según se describe arriba. 
 Sordo y de Fluidez Limitada con el Inglés: Ésta es una persona no habla inglés, o tiene capacidad limitada para 

leer, hablar, escribir, o entender el inglés. 
 Hipoacúsico y de Fluidez Limitada con el Inglés, según se describe arriba. 

Identifique si es una cita programada o si es una cita no programada: 
 Cita programada - Debe tener un intérprete certificado disponible a la hora de la cita programada. Si el intérprete no 

puede aparecer, el personal tomará cualesquiera acciones adicionales sean necesarias para poner a un intérprete 
certificado a disposición el cliente o compañero cuanto antes, pero en ningún caso más allá de dos (2) horas después 
de la cita programada. 



Esencial.  

 
 

 

 
EVALUACIÓN DE COMUNICACIÓN DE CLIENTE O COMPAÑERO 

Y 
REGISTRO DE AYUDA Y SERVICIOS AUXILIARES 

 

 Cita no programada – En situaciones de emergencia el intérprete se hará disponible cuanto antes, 
pero de ningún modo más allá de dos (2) horas a partir de la hora en que el cliente o compañero o 
el personal solicite un intérprete, lo que sea más pronto. Si la situación no es una de emergencia, el 
personal ofrecerá programar una cita (y proporcionar a un intérprete cuando sea necesario para la 
comunicación eficaz) a conveniencia del cliente o compañero, por lo menos por el día laboral 
próximo. 

 
 

Es muy importante incluir el nombre del miembro de personal que llena esta evaluación. 
 Por favor escriba en letra de molde o asegure que su cursivo sea legible. 

SECCIÓN 1: EVALUACIÓN DE COMUNICACIÓN: 
Evaluación inicial: 

 Marque el cuadrito si esto es una evaluación inicial. 
 Las evaluaciones iniciales se hacen al primer contacto con el cliente o compañero. 

Reevaluación: 
 Marque el cuadrito si esto es una reevaluación. 
 En caso que la comunicación no sea eficaz, o si el tipo de comunicación cambia perceptiblemente 

después de la evaluación inicial, el personal realizará una reevaluación para determinar cuales 
ayudas o servicios auxiliares apropiados son necesarios. 

 Esto se cumplirá, cuando sea posible, consultando con el cliente o compañero. 
Cita subsecuente: Marque el cuadrito apropiado. 
Capacidad Individual de Comunicación: 

 Consulte siempre con el cliente o el compañero cuando es posible a determínese qué ayudas 
auxiliares y servicios apropiados son necesarios asegure la comunicación eficaz. 

Tipo, duración, e importancia de la situación de comunicación anticipada: 
 La evaluación considerará el tipo, la duración, y la importancia de la comunicación en 

mano y las situaciones de comunicación anticipadas. 
 Esta sección se debe llenar con mucho detalle, pues ésta asistirá a determinar si la comunicación es 

de tipo en que ayuda es esencial o ayuda no es esencial. 
 Consulte con el cliente o el compañero en lo posible para determinar qué tipo de ayuda o servicio 

auxiliar es necesario para asegurar la comunicación eficaz. 
 Utilice esta información para ayudarle a determinar si un plan de comunicación es necesario. 
 Usted puede adjuntar hojas adicionales que detallen esta información. 

Estado de salud individual o preocupaciones médicas: 
 No utilice dispositivos electrónicos o equipo que pueda interferir con equipo medico o de monitoreo 
o 

que pueda constituir, en otra manera, una amenaza a la condición médica de cualquier cliente. 
 Usted tiene que proveer medios alternos de comunicación eficaz y documentar esta información en 
la 

carta médica o en el archivo de caso. 

 
 El plan de comunicación para servicios continuos se utiliza típicamente en Facilidades de Tratamiento 

de la Salud Mental, y otras Facilidades de Servicio al Cliente Directo en donde los clientes residen por 
períodos de largo tiempo y o sostienen numerosas comunicaciones con el personal en las cuales la 
duración y complejidad varían, y se determinan como Situaciones de Comunicación con Ayuda 

Llene un plan de comunicación para visitas múltiples o a largo plazo previsibles. 
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Ejemplo: Tipo de ayuda: Intérprete de ASL 
Propósito de la ayuda: Clase de GED – instrucciones como prepararse para la próxima prueba 
Persona responsable de obtener la ayuda auxiliar: Juana Empleada, Administradora de Casos 

 

 

 

EVALUACIÓN DE COMUNICACIÓN DE CLIENTE O COMPAÑERO Y 
REGISTRO DE AYUDA Y SERVICIOS AUXILIARES 

 

 El término Situaciones de Comunicación con Ayuda Esencial, significará cualquier circunstancia en la 
cual la importancia, la duración, y la complejidad de la información que es transportada sea tal que 
el intercambio de la información entre las partes se debe considerar como “Ayuda Esencial”, 
significando que la ayuda o servicio auxiliar solicitado será provisto siempre. 

 Las situaciones de la comunicación diferenciarán de programa en programa, por lo tanto usted 
necesitará identificar todas las situaciones donde usted tendrá contacto con un cliente o compañero y 
desarrollar un plan de cómo comunicarse con ellos. 

 Durante visitas de seguimiento o cuidados a largo plazo, no se requieren las peticiones subsecuentes del 
cliente o compañero para ayudas o servicios auxiliares apropiados, porque esto ya se cubre con el plan de 
comunicación. 

 En cada situación que requiera una ayuda auxiliar (si Ayuda Esencial o Ayuda No-Esencial), usted tiene 
que identificar en el plan el nombre y el cargo de la persona responsable de asegurarse que se 
proporciona la ayuda auxiliar. 

 Usted debe también proporcionar una descripción de la información que esta siendo comunicada al 
cliente o al compañero. 

 

 En la tabla siguiente, usted verá una lista de las situaciones de comunicación que se incluyen en un plan de 
comunicación. Esta lista no es exhaustiva y no implica que no haya otras situaciones de comunicación que 
puedan ser “Ayuda-Esencial” en situación de internada o durante visitas a largo plazo. 

 También, la lista no implica que es cada situación de la comunicación enumerada Ayuda-Esencial. Algunas 
situaciones de comunicación pueden ser Situación de Comunicación Ayuda No-Esencial, por lo tanto, la 
última decisión en cuanto a qué medidas tomar resta del personal de DCF y Proveedores Contratados para 
Servicios a Clientes del DCF a condición de que den la consideración primaria a la petición del cliente o del 
compañero y que el método elegido resulte en una comunicación eficaz. 

 

Inscripción/entrevista: 
 Durante la Provisión de los derechos, consentimiento informado, o permiso de un cliente para el tratamiento 
 Durante Determinación de la elegibilidad para beneficios públicos durante los procesos de inscripción y revisión, 

excepto durante el registro inicial para Cupones de Alimentos. 
□ Médico: 

 Determinación del historial medico, psiquiátrico, sicosocial, alimenticio, y funcional del cliente o una descripción de la 
condición, dolencia lesión. 

 Determinación y explicación de la diagnosis o pronóstico del cliente, y condición actual; 
 Explicación de procedimientos, de examenes, de opciones de tratamiento, o de cirugía 

 Explicación de los medicamentos prescritas, tales como la dosificación, instrucciones para cómo y cuándo se debe 
tomar los medicamentos, efectos secundarios posibles o interacciones de la droga o alimentos. 

 Discusión de los planes de tratamiento 
 Explicación en relación a tratamientos de seguimiento, terapias, resultados de pruebas, o recuperación 
 Durante visitas de la enfermera 

~ □Dental: 

 Explicación de procedimientos, pruebas, opciones de tratamiento, o cirugía 
 Explicación de radiografías 

 Instrucciones sobre el aseo propio, es decir, lavarse los dientes, limpiarse con hilo dental, etc. 
ƒ □ □Salud mental: 
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 Provisión de evaluaciones psicológicas o psiquiátricas, de terapia de grupo e individual, asesoramiento, y otras 
actividades terapéuticas, incluyendo pero sin limitarse a la consejería del dolor y la intervención contra crisis 

 Provisión del planificación para el alta e instrucciones de alta. 
ƒ Seguridad: 

 Comunicación de la información relevante previo o tan pronto posible después de ponerle amarres a una persona, 
que incluyen, pero sin limitarse, al propósito de usar los amarres y las condiciones bajo las cuales se le quitarían los 
amarres. 

 Comunicación de los procedimientos de emergencia, de los simulacros de incendio, del etc. 
ƒ Programas: 

 Presentación de clases educativas referentes los programas de DCF y/o a otra información relacionada con los planes 
de administración de tratamientos y casos; 

ƒ Viajes fuera del campus o actividades recreacionales: 
 De compras 
 Parques temáticos 

ƒ Legal: 
 Procedimientos de los Tribunales 
 Audiencias de Apelación 

 Proceso de Querellas y Agravios 
 Investigación por servicios protectores de niños participando de entrevistas y visitas /inspecciones al hogar 
 Investigación por servicios protectores de adultos participando de entrevistas, y visitas/inspecciones al hogar 

 
ƒ Servicio alimenticio/Nutricionista 

 Discusión sobre las restricciones de alimentos y preferencias 
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SECCIÓN 2: AYUDA/SERVICIO AUXILIAR SOLICITADO Y PROVISTO 
 

 Documente todas las Ayuda y Servicios Auxiliares solicitadas y provistas al cliente 

 Indique la fecha y la hora en que el servicio fue provisto. 

 Cuando un intérprete no se presenta, el personal marcará el cuadrito al lado, y documentará en la 
sección 3 qué medidas adicionales fueron tomadas para conseguir un intérprete como sea 
necesario. Esto puede requerir que adjunte una hoja/s adicional/es al formulario, para documentar 
este proceso. 

 
Ayudas o servicios auxiliares alternos provistos: 

 
 El personal puede utilizar ayudas o servicios auxiliare alternos, en las situaciones siguientes, la lista 

no es totalmente inclusiva en ejemplos: 
 

 Mientras que espera que llegue el intérprete; 

 Durante citas sin programar o situaciones de emergencia; 

 Durante situaciones de comunicación de ayuda no-esencial; 

 Durante situaciones que puedan constituir una amenaza a la condición medica del 
cliente o compa ñero; 
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• Cuando lo pide el cliente o compañero. 

SECCIÓN 3: LOS SERVICIOS ADICIONALES 

REQUERIDOS: 

 Cuando se determina que la ayuda auxiliar y servicio provistos no son eficaces, el personal 
conducirá una reevaluación de la necesidad de comunicación para determinar la ayuda auxiliar 
alterna apropiada. 

 

 Cuando el personal ha determinado que el intérprete no satisfizo sus expectativas o las del 
cliente o del compañero, él documentará en esta sección e indicará qué pasos adicionales 
fueron tomados por el personal. 

 
SECCIÓN 4: NOTICATION A AGENCIA DE REFERIDOS: 

 

 Dar previo aviso a las agencias de referidos sobre la ayuda auxiliar solicitada por el cliente o compañero. 

 Esta sección se debe documentar con una declaración que indica que el personal notificó a la 
agencia de referido referente a la ayuda o servicio auxiliar solicitado por el cliente o compañero. 

 
SECCIÓN 5: DENEGACIÓN DE AYUDA/SERVICIO AUXILIAR: 

 Una denegación de una ayuda o servicio auxiliar debe hacerse solamente cuando es ayuda no- 
esencial a la comunicación 

 

 El personal debe aun así asegurarse de que la comunicación sea eficaz mediante los medios alternos 
que se proporcionen. 

 

 El personal de DCF y Proveedores Contratados para Servicios a Clientes de DCF debe proporcionar una 
razón para la denegación del servicio. 

 

 Las denegaciones se pueden hacer solamente por el personal señalado. 

 Proporcione el nombre y el cargo de la persona que hizo la determinación de denegación, junto con 

la hora y la fecha. 

RENUNCIA A LOS SERVICIOS GRATIS DE INTÉRPRETE 
 Si el cliente o compañero rehúsan la oferta del DCF y Proveedores Contratados para Servicios a Clientes de 

DCF, de proporcionar ayuda y servicios Auxiliares gratis, el personal tiene que llenar y explicar en el 
formulario apropiado el método de comunicación preferido del cliente o compañero. 

 El personal de DCF y Proveedores Contratados para Servicios a Clientes de DCF, deben estar preparados para 
conseguir la ayuda auxiliar o servicio auxiliar apropiado en situaciones de comunicación que sean de tipo 
Ayuda-Esenciales; y observe y asegúrese de que la ayuda auxiliar o servicio auxiliar preferidos por el cliente o 
compañero sean eficaces. 
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La ley federal requiere que el Departamento Niños y Familias de la Florida y sus Proveedores Contratados para Servicios 
a Clientes provean ayudas y servicios auxiliares apropiados cuando sea necesario para asegurar que la comunicación sea 
eficaz con los individuos con discapacidades. Tales ayudas y servicios auxiliares pueden incluir: Interpretes cualificados en 
lenguajes de señas u orales , tomadores de notas, servicios de transcripción en vivo con ayuda de computadoras, 
materiales escritos, amplificadores de teléfonos, dispositivos auxiliares para oír, sistemas auxiliares para oír, teléfonos 
compatibles con audífonos, decodificadores de subtitulados cerrados, subtitulados abiertos y cerrados, monitores de texto- 
video, y equipos tele-escritores. 

  

El formulario original se debe poner en la carta médica o archivo del caso del cliente. Una copia del formulario se 
debe proporcionar a la persona Único-Punto-Comunicativo o al Coordinador ADA/Sección 504 designado, junto 
con una copia del formulario correspondiente de Petición de Comunicación Gratis o formulario de Renuncia 
a Comunicación Gratis y el Informe de Resumen Mensual. 

 

  
EVALUACIÓN DE COMUNICACIÓN DE CLIENTE O COMPAÑERO Y 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
 

 
Communication Plan for Ongoing Services 

 
 

PURPOSE AID/SERVICE REQUESTED PERSON RESPONSIBLE 
(Client must initial each (List below) (for Ensuring Aid/Service Provided) 

item applicable) 
 

  Intake/Interview:       
Admissions Counselor 

 Psychoeducational    Case Management Supervisor. / 
Groups Case Managers 

 

  NA Meetings    Case Management Supervisor. / 
Case Managers 

 

  CA Meetings    Case Management Supervisor. / 
Case Managers 

 

  AA Meetings    Case Management Supervisor. / 
Case Managers 

 

  Court Services    Court Liaison/ 
Case Management 
Supervisor 

 

  Process Groups    
CM Supervisor / 
Case Manager 

 

  Bio-Psychosocial    CM Supervisor / 
Assessment Process  

 

  Case-Management/    CM Supervisor/ CM Supervisor / 
Discharge Planning  

  Safety & Security    Admissions Counselor/ CM Supervisor / 

 Hygiene    CM Supervisor / Case Manager  
 

  Meals    CM Supervisor / Case Manager 
 

  Free Time    CM Supervisor / Case Manager
 

  Fresh Air/Smoke    CM Supervisor / Case Manager 
Breaks  

 



CLIENT NAME: Client ID# : 
Revised 2-1-19 
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Signature of Staff completing form: Date: 

Signature of Client or Companion: Date: 

Attach form to Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid and Service Record 
“FAX” copy to HR Dir. [366-0666] immediately once complete and file original in chart with Screening Information form. 

 



CLIENT NAME: Client ID#: 
Revised 2-1-19 
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with  
chart with Screening Information form. 
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APPENDIX E 
 

CUSTOMER OR COMPANION REQUEST* 
FOR FREE COMMUNICATION ASSISTANCE 

OR 
WAIVER OF FREE COMMUNICATION ASSISTANCE 

 
The Florida Department of Children and Families and its Contracted Client Services Providers are required to 
provide FREE interpreters, other communication assistance for persons who are deaf or hard-of hearing. Please 
tell us about your communication needs. 

My name is    

 I want a free interpreter. I need an interpreter who signs in: 
American Sign Language (ASL) or an interpreter who speaks: 

Language:  Dialect:    

 I want another type of communication assistance (Check all desired assistance): 
Assistive Listening Devices:  Large Print Materials:    
TTY or Video Relay:  Assistance Filling out Forms:    

Note takers:    
Written Materials:  CART:    

Other (Please tell us how we can help you):    
 

 I do not want a free interpreter or any other communication assistance. If I change my mind, I will tell you if I need 
assistance for my next visit. (Customer or Companion waiver of rights does not prevent the Department from 
getting its own interpreter or from providing assistance to facilitate communication and to make sure rights are 
not violated) 

 I do not want a free interpreter because  . 

 I choose  to act as my own interpreter. He/she is over the age of 18. It 
does not entitle my interpreter to act as my Authorized Representative. I also understand that the service agency 
may hire a qualified or certified interpreter to observe my own interpreter to ensure that communication is 
effective. 

 

Customer or Companion Signature: Date: 

Customer or Companion’s Printed Name: 

Interpreter’s Signature: Interpreter’s Printed or Typed Name: 

Witness: Date: 

Witness Printed Name: 

*A copy of this form shall be sent to the Director of Health Information Mgmt. at the following facsimile #: 365-4113. The 
original shall be attached to the Customer Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid and Service Record 
form and placed in the client’s record behind the Screening Information form. 
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APPENDIX E 
CUSTOMER OR COMPANION REQUEST* FOR FREE COMMUNICATION ASSISTANCE 

OR WAIVER OF FREE COMMUNICATION ASSISTANCE IN SPANISH 

PETICION, POR CLIENTE O COMPANERO, 
DE AYUDA GRATIS DE COMUNICACION O 

RENUNCIA A LA AYUDA GRATIS DE COMUNICACION 

Al Departamento Niños y Familias de la Florida y a sus Proveedores Contratados de Servicios al Cliente, se les 
requiere proporcionar intérpretes u otra ayuda de comunicación, GRATIS, a las personas que sean sordas o 
hipoacúsicas. Por favor infórmenos sobre sus necesidades de comunicación. 

Mi nombre es    

 Deseo intérprete gratis. Necesito intérprete quien firme en: 
Lenguaje de Señas Americano (ASL) o un intérprete que hable: 
Idioma:  Dialecto:    

 Deseo otro tipo de ayuda de comunicación (marque toda ayuda deseada): 

Dispositivos de Asistencia Auditiva:  Materiales Impresos de Tamaño Grande:    
Tomador de Notas:  Retransmisión de video o TTY:    
Ayuda para llenar formularios:  Materiales escritos:  C.A.R.T: 
  Otro (por favor díganos cómo podemos servirle):    

 

 No deseo un intérprete gratis o ninguna otra ayuda de comunicación. Si cambio de parecer, te diré si necesito 
ayuda para mi visita siguiente. (La renuncia del cliente o del compañero a los derechos no le impide al 
Departamento conseguir su propio intérprete o proporcionar ayuda para facilitar la comunicación y 
cerciorarse de que no se violen los derechos). 

 No deseo un intérprete gratis porque  . 

 Escojo a  para actuar como mi propio intérprete. El/Ella es 
mayor de edad de 18. No le doy derecho a mi intérprete de actuar como mi representante autorizado. 
También entiendo que la agencia de servicio puede emplear a un intérprete cualificado o certificado 
para observar a mi propio intérprete para asegurarse de que la comunicación sea eficaz. 

Firma del cliente o del compañero: Fecha: 

Nombre impreso del cliente o compañero: 

Firma del intérprete: Nombre impreso o mecanografiado del intérprete: 

Testigo: Fecha: 

Nombre impreso del testigo: 

*Una copia de este formulario debe ser enviado al Director de Mejoras de Calidad al siguiente número de fax 365-4113. Este 
documento debe anexarse al formulario Evaluación de Comunicación de Cliente o Compañero y Registro de Ayuda y 
Servicios Auxiliares, y se guardará en la historia médica del cliente detrás del formulario Informativo Diagnóstico. 
CFOP Revised May 23, 2011 
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The Department of Children and Families is committed to providing excellent customer service. We value your opinion and 
request that you complete this short survey to assist us in evaluating and improving our services. While you are not required to 
respond, we thank you in advance for completing this survey. The survey is ANONYMOUS; therefore, please do not provide 
your name or any other personal information UNLESS YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONTACTED. Please complete the form and 
submit it to the local office or mail to: Department of Children and Families, Office of Civil Rights, 1317 Winewood Boulevard, 
Building 1, Room 110, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0700. 

APPENDIX F 
 
 

Customer/Companion Feedback Form 
(To be completed by clients/customers who are Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing Only) 

 

 

IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN COMPLETING THIS FORM PLEASE NOTIFY STAFF OR CONTACT THE OFFICE OF CIVIL 
RIGHTS AT (850) 487-1901 OR TDD (850) 922-9220 

 
Please provide a response to the following: 

1 Are you a: Client/Customer Companion who is deaf or hard-of-hearing? 

2 Were you provided any assistive services and technologies? (Please check all that were provided.) 
Certified Interpreter Qualified Staff VRS Pocket Talker 
Motiva CART Other:     

3 Were the assistive services and technologies effective? Yes No (If no, please explain.) 

4 Were you denied assistive services and technologies? Yes  (If yes, please complete #5) No 
a. What was requested?    

 
b. What was provided?    

5 If you answered yes to #4, please provide the reason you were given for denial of the requested assistive 
services and technologies? 

6 Did you agree with the agency’s decision given for the denial of the requested assistive services and 
technologies? If no, why? 

7 The request for assistive services and technologies was made: 
Before the Appointment 

 
Onsite 

8 Provide date(s) assistive services and technologies were requested and provided. 
a. My request for assistive services and technologies was made to the agency on: (MM/DD/YYYY) 

 
b. Date assistive services and technologies were provided by the agency: (MM/DD/YYYY) 
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9 Were the assistive services and technologies provided within two hours of your request? Yes No 
 

If no, what was the timeframe after the request was made?    

10 Were you aware or informed that all assistive services and technologies were at no cost to you? 
Yes No 

11 At what DCF location or Contract Agency did you receive services? 

12 Were services provided to you in a fair manner? 
Yes No 

 
a) If no, please explain. 
 
B)Do you feel you were discriminated against? 
 
If so, please provide your contact information. (This is optional) 

13 Did staff treat you with respect? 
Yes No 

 
If no, please explain. 

14 What assistance did you receive in completing this form, if any? 

15 Additional Comments: 
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Área del programa:   Lugar:   

Encuesta del Departamento de Niños y Familias 
 

Su respuesta y comentarios son muy importantes para nosotros. 
Agradecemos que usted se tome unos minutos para completar esta breve 

encuesta. 

8.   Si la respuesta es “No”, ¿por qué?   

APPENDIX F 
 

Customer/Companion Feedback Form –SPANISH VERSION 
 

Departamento de Niños y Familias 
Formulario de respuesta para clientes/acompañantes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1. ¿Se le han ofrecido servicios de ayuda para comunicarse? □ Sí □No 

2. ¿Solicitó alguna clase de servicios de ayuda para comunicarse? □ Sí □No 
 

3. 
Si la respuesta es “Sí”, ¿qué servicios de ayuda para comunicarse recibió? 
  _   

  

4. Recibió los servicios de ayuda para comunicarse que usted solicitó? □ Sí □No 

5. ¿Comprendió todo perfectamente? □ Sí □No 

6. Se le han negado servicios de ayuda para comunicarse? □ Sí □No 

7. Está conforme con los servicios de ayuda para comunicarse? □ Sí □No 
 
 
 

9. Sabía que estos servicios de ayuda para comunicarse fueron gratuitos? □ Sí □No 

10. Fue tratada/o con respeto por el personal? □ Sí □No 

Comentarios:   
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APPENDIX G 
 

CASL, Inc of Sarasota, Inc. 

 
REQUEST FOR FREE COMMUNICATION ASSITANCE 

OR 
WAIVER OF FREE COMMUNICATION ASSISTANCE 

FOR CLIENTS WHOSE PRIMARY LANGUAGE IS NOT ENGLISH 
 
 

Please tell us about your communication needs. 
 
 

My name is 
 

 
 

 I want a free interpreter who speaks the following language: 

 Spanish  Russian  Ukrainian  Other    

 
 

 I do not want a free interpreter or any other communication assistance. If I change my mind, I will 
tell you if I need assistance for my next visit. (Customer or Companion waiver of rights does not 
prevent CASL, Inc from getting its own translator or from providing assistance to facilitate 
communication and to make sure rights are not violated) 

 I do not want a free interpreter because    
 
 
 

Customer or Companion Signature Date 

Customer or Companion’s Printed Name: 

Interpreter’s Signature: (if service rendered in person): Interpreter’s Printed or Typed Name: 
 

Interpreter’s Agency: 
Witness: Date: 

Witness Printed Name: 

 

*A copy of this form shall be sent by facsimile to the Director of Health Information Mgmt. at the following #:365- 
4113. The original shall be filed in the client record behind the Screening Information Form. 
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CLIENT NAME ID# 

APPENDIX H 
 

CASL, Inc of Sarasota, Inc. 
 

Documentation 
of 

Foreign Language Interpretation Services 
 
 
 

 
Client Name:   Program:     

 
 

Language requested:     
 
 

Date of Service:     Start Time:     End Time:     
 

Interpreter is: □CASL, Inc Staff □ CASL, Inc Consultant □ Outside Agency 

Name of Interpretation Agency:       

Name of Interpreter:     
 

Signature of Interpreter:     
 

Name of Staff:     
 

Signature of Staff:     
 
 
 

Met Expectations of Client: Yes  No  Met Expectations of Staff: Yes  No    
 
 

 A copy of the form shall be sent by facsimile to the Director of Health Information Mgmt. at the following 
#: 365-4113 upon its completion. The original shall be filed in the client record behind the Screening 
Information form. 

 

 

REV December 18, 2013 
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APPENDIX I 
 

DEGREES OF HEARING LOSS & CHARACTERISTICS/ 
COMMUNICATION METHODS/AUXILIARY AIDS & SERVICES 

 
 Degree of Loss in 

Decibles (dB) 
Characteristics Communication 

Methods 
Auxiliary 

Aid or 
Service 

H
A

R
D

 –
 O

F
 -

 H
E

A
R

IN
G

 
{o

ne
 o

r 
bo

th
 e

ar
s}

 

Mild 

25 – 44 dB 

 
[A whisper is 30 dB] 

• May hear some speech sounds 
• Soft sounds are hard to hear 
• Prefer to communicate orally 

Written Communication 
- Hand-written 
- Texting 
- Computer 

Oral Communication 
- Speech-Reading 
- Spoken language 

• Certified Oral 
Interpreter 

• Certified Oral 
Translator 

• Amplification 
Devices 

• Video Relay 
Services 

Moderate 

45 – 69 dB 

• May hear almost no speech at normal 
volume 

• Prefer to communicate orally 

Written Communication 
- Hand-written 
- Texting 
- Computer 

Oral Communication 
- Speech-Reading 
- Spoken language 

• Certified Oral 
Interpreter 

• Certified Oral 
Translator 

• Amplification 
Devices 

• Video Relay 
Services 

Severe 

70 – 89 dB 

• Will hear no speech when a person is 
talking at a normal 
level 

• May hear only some loud sounds 
• Prefer to communicate orally 

Written Communication 
- Hand-written 
- Texting 
- Computer 

Oral Communication 
- Speech-Reading 
- Spoken language 

• Certified Oral 
Interpreter 

• Certified Oral 
Translator 

• Amplification 
Devices 

• Video Relay 
Services 

Profound 

90 + dB 

• Cannot hear speech without an 
amplification device or 
cochlear implant 

• Prefer to communicate orally 

Written Communication 
- Hand-written 
- Texting 
- Computer 

Oral Communication 
- Speech-Reading 
- Spoken language 

• Certified Oral 
Interpreter 

• Certified Oral 
Translator 

• Amplification 
Devices 

• Video Relay 
Services 

 

D
E

A
F

  • Sense of hearing is non-functional with 
or without assistive technology 

• Communication is visual 
• Congenital or acquired 

Sign Language 
- American 
- Spanish 
- Creole 

Written Communication 
- Hand-written 
- Texting 
- Computer 

• Certified Sign 
Language 
Interpreter 

• Florida Relay 
Service 

• Video Remote 
Interpretation 

 

D
E

A
F

- 
B

L
IN

D
 

  Sign Language 
- American 
- English-based 
- Tactile 

Face-to-Face Comm. Systems 
- Screen Braille 

Communicatioor 

• Deaf-Blind 
Interpreter 

• Braille 
• Enlarged print 
• Screen Braille 

communicator 
• Braille TTY 
w/Braille 
display 
• Captel 
• Braille Notetakers 
• Print on Palm 
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APPENDIX J 
 

EXAMPLES OF AID-ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION SITUATIONS 
 
 

The following are examples of Aid-Essential Communication Situations. This list of circumstances is 
not exhaustive and do not imply that there are no other communications that may be Aid-Essential. 

 
 

1. Determination of eligibility for public benefits during the intake and review processes, except during 
completion of the initial Food Stamp Applications; 

 
2. Investigation by child or adult protective services involving interviews or assessments; 

 
3. Determination of a client’s medical, psychiatric, psychosocial, nutritional, and functional history or 
description of condition, ailment or injury; 

 
4. Discussion of service plans; 

 
5. Provision of a client’s rights, informed consent, or permission for services; 

 
6. Determination and explanation of a client’s diagnosis or prognosis, and current conditions; 

 
7. Explanation of procedures, tests, service options, or surgery; 

 
8. Explanation of medications prescribed, such as dosage, instructions for how and when the 
medication is to be taken, possible side effects or food or drug interactions; 

 
9. Explanation regarding follow-up services, therapies, test results, or recovery; 

 
10. Communication of relevant information prior to or as soon as possible after putting a person into 
restraints, including but not limited to the purpose for using restraints and the conditions under 
which restraints will be removed; 

 
11. Provision of discharge planning and discharge instructions; 

 
12. Provision of mental health evaluations, group and individual therapy, counseling, and other 
therapeutic activities, including but not limited to grief counseling and crisis intervention; and, 

 
13. Presentation of educational classes concerning DCF programs and/or other information related to 
Service and case management plans. 
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APPENDIX K 
 

IN-PERSON COMMUNICATION ETIQUETTE 
 
 

1. INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAF 
Deaf people have many different communication needs. People who were born deaf (pre- 
lingual deaf) may have more difficulty with speech than those who lost their hearing after they 
learned a language (post-lingual deaf). The way a person communicates will vary according to 
the environment in which he or she was raised, type of education received, level of education 
achieved, and many other factors. Their ability to communicate in a language will vary from not 
very well to very well. 

 
Some people use American Sign Language (ASL) or other sign language; some read lips and 
speak as their primary means of communication; some use Signed Exact English (SEE), where 
every word is signed in the exact sequence it is spoken in English, and there is a vocabulary 
which has a one-to-one relationship to English words. People who became deaf later in life may 
never have learned either sign language or lip-reading. Although they may pick up some sign 
and try their best to read lips, their primary means of communicating may be reading or writing. 

 
Lip-reading ability varies greatly from person to person and from situation to situation. It is 
greatly hindered by people who do not enunciate clearly, have mustaches shielding the lips, do 
not speak or directly look at the person, or that speaks with an accent affecting the way words 
appear on their lips. Therefore, when speaking with a person who reads lips, look directly at the 
person while speaking, make sure you are in good light source, and keep your hands, gum and 
food away from your mouth while you are speaking. 

 
When to use Interpreters: Since communication is vital in the workplace and in service delivery, 
and the deaf person knows how he or she communicates best, supervisors and staff should 
follow the wishes of the person who is deaf regarding communication methods. 

 
In casual situations and during initial contact, it is often acceptable to write notes to determine 
what the person needs. However, Department policy is to use nothing less than a Quality 
Assurance (QA) Screened interpreter for service delivery. The need for a more skilled 
interpreter depends not only on the complexity and importance of the information being 
communicated, but also on the ability of the interpreter to translate the particular sign language 
used by the individual, and the speed. 

 
2. INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WHO ARE HARD-OF-HEARING 
Persons who are hard-of-hearing may or may not know how to sign, and their means of 
communication will depend on the degree of hearing loss, when they became hard-of-hearing, 
etc. A person who is hard-of-hearing may or may not wear a hearing aid. 

 
Employees should be aware that many hard-of-hearing people will not admit having a hearing 
loss, so it is important employees be alerted to the signs of hearing loss: 

 
 The person asks you to repeat yourself several times; and 
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 The person does not respond appropriately, especially if you have been talking with 
your back to them. 

 
The key to communication with a person who is hard-of-hearing – as with all people – is 
patience and sensitivity. Please use the following guidelines: 

 
 Ask the person how he or she prefers to communicate. 

 
 If you are using an interpreter, the interpreter may lag a few moments behind what is 

being said, so pause occasionally to allow time for a complete translation. 
 

 Talk directly to the person, not the interpreter. However, the person will look at the 
interpreter and may not make continuous eye contact with you during the 
conversation. 

 
 Before you speak, make sure you have the attention of the person you are 

addressing. 
 

 If you know any sign language, try using it. It may help you communicate and at least 
demonstrates your interest in communicating and willingness to try. 

 
 Speak clearly and distinctly at a moderate pace in a normal tone of voice, unless 

asked to raise your voice. Do not shout or exaggerate your words. 
 

 Look directly at the person. Most people who are hard-of-hearing need to watch a 
person’s face to help them understand what is being said. Do not turn your back or 
walk around while talking. If you look away, the person may assume the conversation 
is over. 

 
 Do not put obstacles in front of your face. 

 
 Do not have objects in your mouth, such as gum, cigarettes, or food. 

 
 Do not turn to another person in their presence to discuss other issues with them. 

 
 Write notes back and forth, if feasible. 

 
 Use facial expressions and gestures. 

 
 Do not talk while writing, as the person cannot read your note and attempt to read 

your lips at the same time. 
 

 Use a computer, if feasible, to type messages back and forth. 
 

 Offer to provide an assistive listening device. 
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 If the person has a service animal, such as a dog, do not divert the animal’s attention. 
Do not pet or speak to the animal. 

 
3. GUIDELINES FOR COMMUNICATING WITH PEOPLE WHO USE SIGN LANGUAGE 

 You may get the attention of a person who is Deaf, hard of hearing or late-deafened by 
positioning yourself within the line of vision, or by a gentle tap on the shoulder, a small 
wave or a slight rap on the table. 

 Maintaining eye contact is vital whenever you are communicating with a person who has 
a hearing loss. 

 While waiting for an interpreter to arrive, have a paper and pen ready for simple 
conversation. Do not attempt to address complex issues, such as DCF forms, in the 
absence of a certified interpreter. 

 When a sign language interpreter is present, talk directly to the person with a hearing 
loss. It is inappropriate to say to the interpreter, “Tell her…” or “Ask him…” Look directly 
at the consumer, not the interpreter. 

 Everything you say should be interpreted. It is the interpreter’s job to communicate the 
conversation in its totality and to convey other auditory information, such as 
environmental sounds and side comments. 

 In using Yes-or-No questions, do not assume that a head nod by a consumer who has a 
hearing loss means affirmation or understanding. Nodding of the head often indicates  
that the message is being received or may be a courtesy to show that you have the 
attention of the receiver. Ask the interpreter to identify that the specific signs indicating 
“Yes” or “No” were used in situations where such confirmation of the response is crucial. 

 If you know basic sign language or finger-spelling, use it for simple things. It is important 
to realize that the ability to interpret is much more than knowing how to sign. Having 
taken one or more sign language classes does not qualify a person to act in a 
professional interpreting role. 

 If the conversation is stopped for the telephone or to answer a knock at the door, let the 
Deaf or hard of hearing person know that you are responding to that interruption. 

4. INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WITH A SPEECH DISABILITY 
 

 If you have trouble understanding someone’s speech, ask him or her to repeat what 
he or she has said. It is better for the person to know you do not understand than to 
assume that you do. 

 
 Give the person your undivided attention. 

 
 Do not simplify your own speech or raise your voice. Speak in a normal tone. 

 
 Write notes back and forth or use a computer, if feasible. 

 
 Ask for help in communicating. If the person uses a communicating device, such as a 

manual or electronic communication board, ask the person how to use it. 
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5. INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WHO HAVE A PHYSICAL DISABILITY 
 

 Do not make assumptions about what the person can or cannot do. Always ask if the 
person would like assistance before you help. Your help may not be needed or 
wanted. 

 Do not touch a person’s wheelchair or grab the arm of a person walking without first 
asking if he or she would like assistance. 

 Do not hang or lean on a person’s wheelchair because it is part of the wheelchair 
user’s personal space. 

 Never move someone’s crutches, walker, cane, or other mobility aid without 
permission. 

 When speaking to a person in a wheelchair for more than a few minutes, try to find a 
seat for yourself so the two of you are at eye level. 

 Speak directly to the person in a wheelchair, not to someone nearby as if the 
wheelchair user did not exist. 

 Do not demean or patronize the wheelchair user by patting him/her on the head. 

 Do not discourage children from asking questions about the wheelchair. Open 
communication helps overcome fearful or misleading attitudes. 

 When a wheelchair user “transfers” out of the wheelchair to a chair, toilet, car or bed, 
do not move the wheelchair out of reach. 

 Do not raise your voice or shout. Use normal speech. It is okay to use expressions 
like “running along.” It is likely that the wheelchair user expresses things the same 
way. 

 Be aware of the wheelchair user’s capabilities. Some users can walk with aid and use 
wheelchairs because they can conserve energy and move about quickly. 

 Do not classify persons who use wheelchairs as sick. Wheelchairs are used for a 
variety of non-contagious disabilities. 

 Do not assume that using a wheelchair is in itself a tragedy. It is a means of 
transportation/freedom that allows the user to move about independently. 

 
6. INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WHO ARE BLIND OR HAVE LOW VISION 

 
 The first thing to do when you meet a blind person is to identify yourself. 

 When speaking, face the person directly. Speak in a normal tone. Your voice will let 
the person know where you are. 

 Do not leave without saying that you are leaving. 

 Some individuals who want assistance will tell you. You may offer assistance if it 
seems needed, but if your offer is declined, do not insist. 
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 When offering assistance, say, “Would you like to take my arm?” and allow the person 
to decline or accept. The movement of your arm will let the person know what to 
expect. Never grab or pull the person. 

 When going through a doorway, let the person know whether the door opens in or out 
and to the right or left. 

 Before going up or down stairs, let the person know that you are going up or down, 
and advise if there is a handrail and where it is. Ask the person if he or she would like 
assistance – he or she will let you know. 

 When giving directions, or describing where things are in a room or in the person’s 
path, be as specific as possible, and use clock clues where appropriate. 

 When directing the person to a chair, let the person know where the back of the chair 
is, and he or she will take it from there. 

 If the person has a service animal, do not distract or divert the animal’s attention. Do 
not pet or speak to the animal unless the owner has given you permission. 

 The person’s single greatest communication need is to have access to visual 
information by having information either read or provided in an accessible format 
(Braille, audio). 

 
7. INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WITH DUAL SENSORY IMPAIRMENTS 
The means of communication with a person with dual sensory impairments will depend on the 
degree of hearing and vision loss. Use all of the suggestions in the above sections on 
referencing interaction with people who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, blind or have low vision. 
The person with dual sensory impairments has unique and very challenging communications 
needs. Staff is to use every possible means of communication available. 

 
8. INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WITH LIMITED-ENGLISH PROFICIENCY 
Some of the people who are eligible for services cannot effectively use those services because 
they are not proficient in English. Language barriers prevent us from effectively providing 
services to this group of people. Breaking down these barriers will allow individuals with Limited 
English Proficiency to participate in the programs administered by the Department. 

 
 The way a person with Limited English Proficiency communicates in English will vary 

from some to no English at all. Use the following guidelines when communicating with 
a person with Limited-English Proficiency: 

 Ask the person if he/she needs a translator. 

 If you are speaking through an interpreter, remember the interpreter may lag a few 
moments behind what is being said, so pause occasionally to allow time for a 
complete translation. 

 Talk directly to the person, not the interpreter. However, the Limited-English 
Proficiency person may look at the interpreter and may not make eye contact with 
you. 

 If you know a little of the language, try using it. It may help you communicate and it 
also demonstrates your interest in communicating and willingness to try. 
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 Do not simplify your speech or raise your voice. Speak in a normal tone. 

 The person’s single greatest communication need is to have access to the information 
by having the information either orally translated or provided in their language written 
form. 

 Be patient and sensitive to the needs of the Limited-English Proficiency person. 
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9. INTERACTING WITH INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE MENTAL ILLNESSES 
 

 Mental illnesses include schizophrenia, depressive disorders, and bipolar disorder, as well as 
many others. 

 
  Mental illnesses are much more common than most people realize. You probably encounter 

people with mental illnesses every day, even if you don’t realize it. 
 

 These illnesses affect the individual’s thoughts and emotions, and sometimes may make the 
individual behave in ways that seem strange. 

 
 Individuals with schizophrenia often have hallucinations (seeing or hearing things that are not 

real) or delusions (unreasonable beliefs, which are sometimes bizarre). 
 

 Individuals with bipolar disorder experience extreme moods. They sometimes experience 
mania (highly excited, talkative, and jumping suddenly from one topic to the next). At other 
times they experience depression (low mood, sadness, lack of motivation or interest in 
activities). 

 
 Keep in mind that people with mental illnesses are people first. The mental illness is not the 

most important thing about who they are. 
 

 Individuals with mental illness deserve to be treated with respect, and treated as individuals, 
just like everyone else. 

 
 If an individual you are interacting with becomes agitated: 

1. Remain calm and try to understand what the customer is asking for. 
2. Try not to become angry or confrontational, even if the individual seems unreasonable. 
3. Respect the person’s space. 
4. Do not put your hands on the person. 

 
 Most individuals with mental illness are not dangerous. However, occasionally, an individual 

with mental illness may become dangerous because of their hallucinations, delusions, or 
mood swings. 

 
 If you believe that an individual may represent a danger to themselves or others due to 

mental illness call 9-1-1 and explain the situation, even if the individual has already left the 
premises. 

 
 In such cases, a law enforcement officer has authority to initiate involuntary examination 

under the Baker Act. 
 

 This allows the individual to be taken to a psychiatric facility for examination, observation, and 
treatment, even if the individual is not willing to go. 
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10. WHEN REFERRING TO PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES, CHOOSE WORDS THAT REFLECT 
DIGNITY AND RESPECT. 

 
Inappropriate language Appropriate language 
 The disabled 
 The blind 
 The deaf 
 Deaf people 
 Legally blind person 
 Disabled person 

 People with disabilities 
 The disability community (“disabled” is an adjective, 

so must be accompanied by a noun) 
 The blind community 
 The Deaf community, 
 People who are deaf or who are hard of hearing 
 Person who is blind 
 People who are blind or who have low vision 

 Crippled 
 Suffers from 
 Afflicted with 
 Stricken with 
 Victim of 
 Invalid 

 Has a disability 
 Is a person with a disability 
 Is physically disabled 
 Walks with a cane 
 Uses leg braces 

 Normal person 
 Healthy 
 Whole 

 Non-disabled 
 Person without disabilities 

 Impaired 
 Impairment 

 Has a disability 

 Hearing impaired 
 Hearing impairment 

 Person who is deaf, 
 Person who is hard of hearing 
 People who are deaf and hard of hearing 
 

 Wheelchair bound 
 Confined to a wheelchair 
 Wheelchair person 

 Wheelchair user 
 Person who uses a wheelchair 

 Handicap parking 
 Disabled parking 

 Accessible parking 
 Disability parking 

 Dumb 
 Mute 

 Person who cannot speak 
 Has difficulty speaking 
 Uses synthetic speech 
 Is non-vocal or Non-verbal 

 Stutterer 
 Tongue-tied 

 Person who has a speech or communication disability 
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Inappropriate language Appropriate language 
 CP victim, Spastic  Person with cerebral palsy 

 Epileptic  Person with epilepsy 
 Person with seizure disorder 

 Fit 
 Attack 

 Seizure 
 Epileptic episode or event 

 Crazy 
 Lunatic 
 Insane, Nuts 
 Deranged, Psycho 

 People with emotional disorders 
 Mental illness 
 A mental disability 
 A psychiatric disability 

 Retard 
 Mentally defective 
 Moron, Idiot, Imbecile 
 Down’s person 
 Mongoloid 

 People who are developmentally disabled 
 Developmentally delayed 
 Person with mental retardation 
 Person with Down syndrome 

 Slow learner 
 Retarded 

 Has a learning disability 
 Person with specific learning disability 

 Dwarf, Midget  Person of small stature or small stature 
 Little person 

 Paraplegic 
 Quadriplegic 

 Man with paraplegia 
 Women who is paralyzed 
 Person with spinal cord injury 

 Birth defect  Person who has a congenital disability 
 People who have congenital disabilities 
 Disabled from birth 

 Post-polio 
 Suffered from polio 

 Person who has polio 

 Homebound  A person who stays at home 
 It is hard for the person to get out. 
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APPENDIX L 
 

INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATION SERVICES POSTER 
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APPENDIX M 
 

I SPEAK CARDS FLASHCARDS 
 

Use these cards with Limited English Proficiency Customers to determine client’s language. 
  

 English 
  

 
Arabic 

 
 

 
Armenian 

  

 Bengali 
  

 
Cambodian 

  

 Chamorro 
  

 Simplified 
Chinese 

  

 Traditional 
Chinese 

   

  Croatian 
  

 Czech 

  

 
Dutch 

  

 
Farsi 

   

  French 
  

 German 

  

 Greek 

  

 
Haitian 
Creole 

  

 
Hindi 

   

  Hmong 
  

 
Hungarian 
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 Ilocano 
  

 Italian 

  

 Japanese 
  

 Korean 
  

 Laotian 

 
 

 
Polish 

  

 Portuguese 
  

 
Romanian 

  

 Russian 
  

 Serbian 
   

  Slovak 
  

 Spanish 
  

 
Tagalog 

   

  Thai 
  

 
Tongan 

   

  Ukrainian 
 

 

 
Urdu 

  

 Vietnamese 
   

  Yiddish 
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APPENDIX N 

FLORIDA RELAY 
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ABOUT FLORIDA RELAY 711 
 

Florida Relay is the communications link for people who are Deaf, Hard-of-Hearing, Deaf/Blind, or 
Speech Impaired. Through the Florida Relay, people who use specialized telephone equipment can 
communicate with people who use standard telephone equipment. 

 
To call Florida Relay, dial 7-1-1, or use the following toll free numbers 

 
 1-800-955-8771 (TTY) 

 1-800-955-8770 (Voice) 

 1-800-955-3771 (ASCII) 

 1-877-955-8260 (VCO-Direct) 

 1-800-955-5334 (STS) 

 1-877-955-8773 (Spanish) 

 1-877-955-8707 (French Cr) 

Types of Florida Relay Calls 
 

Thousands of Floridians depend upon Florida Relay every day to make both personal and business 
phone calls. Here are examples of how the specialized telephone equipment and services work. 

 
Voice (for a hearing caller) 

 
Standard telephone users can easily initiate calls to TTY users. The Relay operator types the 
hearing person's spoken words to the TTY user and reads back the typed replies. 

 
1. Dial 7-1-1 for the Florida Relay Service. 
2. You will hear, "Florida Relay operator (number), May I have the number you are calling 

please?" 
3. Give the Relay operator the area code and telephone number you wish to call and any further 

instructions. 
4. The Relay operator will process your call, relaying exactly what the TTY user is typing. The 

Relay operator will relay what you say back to the TTY user. 
5. When you finish the conversation and are ready to hang up, don’t forget to say "SK" which 

stands for “stop keying” (which alerts both the Relay operator and the other party that you are 
ready to end the conversation) then hangs up. 
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TIPS FOR HEARING CALLERS: 
 

 Be sure to talk directly to your caller. 
 Avoid saying "tell him" or "tell her". 
 Say "GA" or "Go Ahead" at the end of your response. 
 Say "Signing Off" before you hang up. 

 
Text Telephone (TTY) 

 
A person who is deaf, hard-of-hearing, deaf-blind, or speech-disabled uses a TTY to type his/her 
conversation to a Relay operator, who then reads the typed conversation to a hearing person. The 
Relay operator relays the hearing person's spoken words by typing them back to the TTY user. 

 
1. Dial 7-1-1 for the Florida Relay Service. 
2. The Relay operator will answer with "Fl Relay OPR 8234" (for Relay operator identification), 

"F" or "M" (for Relay operator gender) and "GA." ("GA" denotes "go ahead.") 
3. Type in the area code and telephone number you wish to call and then type "GA." 
4. The Relay operator will dial the number and relay the conversation to and from your TTY. 

Type in "GA" at the end of each message. 
5. When you are finished with the conversation, type “SK” for "Stop Keying" then hang up 
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Voice Carry-Over (VCO) 
 

Voice Carry-Over is an ideal service that enables a hard-of-hearing or deaf user to use his/her voice 
to speak directly to hearing person. When the hearing person speaks to back, the Relay operator 
serves as the "ears" and types everything that is said on a TTY or text display. 

 
1. Dial the Florida Relay Service VCO number 1-800-955-8771. 
2. The Florida Relay operator will answer "FL OPR 8234M (For relay operator identification) "F" 

or "M" (for Relay operator gender) GA". 
3. Voice the area code and telephone number of the party you want to call. 
4. The Relay operator will type the message "Voice Now" to you as your cue to start speaking. 

You speak directly to the hearing person. The Relay operator will not repeat what you say, 
but only type to you what the hearing person says. You both need to say "GA" at the end of 
your response. 

 

 

Hearing Carry-Over (HCO) 
 

Hearing Carry-Over (HCO) allows speech-disabled users with hearing, to listen to the person they 
are calling. The HCO user then types his/her conversation for the Relay operator to read to the 
standard telephone user. 

 
 Dial Florida Relay 7-1-1. 
 A Florida Relay operator will answer "Fl Relay OPR 8234M GA", where "8234" for relay 

operator identification, "F" or "M" for operator gender and "GA" denotes "go ahead." 
 Type in the area code and telephone number you wish to call and then type "HCO PLEASE 

GA." 
 The Relay operator will make the connections and voice the typed conversation to the called 

party. 
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Speech-to-Speech (STS) 
 

Speech-to-Speech (STS) allows speech-disabled persons to voice their conversation. A specially 
trained Florida Relay Operator will listen and repeat the speech-disabled user's dialogue to the 
called party. No special telephone equipment is needed to use this service. A STS call can be 
made from any standard telephone. 

 
 Dial Florida Relay STS number 1-877-955-5334. 
 You will hear “Florida Relay Speech-to-Speech operator (number). May I have the number 

you are calling to please?” 
 Voice the area code and telephone number of the party you want to call. 
 The Relay operator will say “Voice Now” to you as your cue to speak directly to your party. 

The Relay operator will then re-voice what you have said if the called party does not 
understand you. There may be instances where you will be asked to repeat your message to 
ensure that it is conveyed correctly. 

 Remember to say “Go Ahead” when you are ready for the other person to respond. 
 

 
CapTel 

 
The CapTel phone is ideal for a hard-of-hearing individual to use his/her own voice to speak directly 
to hearing person. When the hearing person speaks back, the Captel user can read the response 
on a text display. CapTel allows users to place a call in the same way they would when using a 
traditional phone - by dialing the number directly. The CapTel™ phone automatically connects to the 
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Captioning Relay Service when the number is dialed. When the person answers, you hear 
everything that he/she says, just like a traditional phone call. 

 
Here's how to make a CapTel call: 

 
1. Get a special CapTel phone at no-cost from FTRI. 
2. When dialing out, simply dial the number of the person you want to call. 
3. Your CapTel phone will automatically connect to both the captioning service and the party 

you wish to reach. 
4. A captionist transcribes everything the party says to you into written text (captions) using the 

very latest in voice-recognition technology. 
 

Here's how to receive a call using a CapTel: 
 

1. The voice user calling you should first dial 1-877-243-2823 (toll free). 
2. Once connected, the voice user then enters your area code and phone number followed by 

the # symbol. 
3. Whether it's an incoming or outgoing call, everything the voice user says to you is transcribed 

into captions that display in an easy-to-read window on your CapTel phone 
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APPENDIX O 

INTERPRETING CREDENTIALS 

INTERPRETING CREDENTIALS – In the field of Sign Language interpreting, as in other professions, appropriate 
credentials are an important indicator of an interpreter’s qualifications. The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) 
awards certification to interpreters who successfully pass national tests. The tests assess not only language knowledge 
and communication skills, but also knowledge and judgment on issues of ethics, culture and professionalism. An 
interpreter may hold one or more certifications. Information on certifications is available from RID. Some common Sign 
Language interpreting certifications are: 

 
Certification of Interpretation (CI) 
Holders of this certificate are recognized as fully certified in interpretation and have demonstrated the ability to interpret 
between American Sign Language (ASL) and spoken English for both sign-to-voice and voice-to-sign tasks. The 
interpreter’s ability to transliterate is not considered in this certification. Holders of the CI are recommended for a broad 
range of interpretation assignments. 

 
Certificate of Transliteration (CT) 
Holders of this certificate are recognized as fully certified in transliteration and have demonstrated the ability to 
transliterate between English-based sign language and spoken English for both sign-to-voice and voice-to-sign tasks. 
The translator’s ability to interpret is not considered in this certification. Holders of the CT are recommended for a broad 
range of transliteration assignments. 

 
Certified Deaf Interpreter (CDI) 
Holders of this certification are interpreters who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, and who have completed at least eight 
hours of training on the NAD-RID Code of Professional Conduct; eight hours of training on the role and function of an 
interpreter who is deaf or hard-of-hearing; and have passed a comprehensive combination of written and performance 
tests. Holders of this certificate are recommended for a broad range of assignments where an interpreter who is deaf or 
hard-of-hearing would be beneficial. 

 
Specialist Certificate: Legal (SC:L) 
Holders of this specialist certificate have demonstrated specialized knowledge of legal settings and greater familiarity 
with language used in the legal system. Certification recognized by RID, documented training and legal interpreting 
experience are required prior to sitting for this exam. Holders of the SC:L are recommended for a broad range of 
assignments in the legal setting. National Association of the Deaf III, IV, V (NAD) (Level V is the highest comprehensive 
for Sign Language) 

 
• NAD III (Generalist) – Average Performance 
Holders of this certificate possess above average voice-to-sign skills and good sign-to-voice skills or vice versa. This individual has 
demonstrated the minimum competence needed to meet generally accepted interpreter standards. Occasional words or phrases may 
be deleted but the expressed concept is accurate. The individual displays good control of the grammar of the second language and is 
generally accurate and consistent, but is not qualified for all situations. 

 
• NAD IV (Advanced) – Above Average Performance 
Holders of this certificate possess excellent voice-to-sign skills and above average sign-to-voice skills or vice versa. This individual 
has demonstrated above average skill in any given area. Performance is consistent and accurate. Fluency is smooth, with little 
deleted, and the viewer has no question to the candidate’s competency. With this certificate, an individual should be able to 
interpret in most situations. 

 
• NAD V (Master) – Superior Performance 
Holders of this certificate possess superior voice-to-sign skills and excellent sign-to-voice skills. This individual has demonstrated 
excellent to outstanding ability in any given area. There are minimum flaws in their performance, and they have demonstrated 
interpreting skills necessary in almost all situations. 

 
OTC – Oral Transliterating Certificate 

 
Holders of this generalist certificate have demonstrated, using silent oral techniques and natural gestures, the ability to transliterate a 
spoken message from a person who hears to a person who is deaf or hard-of-hearing. They have also demonstrated the ability to 
understand and repeat the message and intent of the speech and mouth movements of the person who is deaf or hard-of-hearing. 
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Motiva Personal FM 
Listening Device 

Pocketalker 

Department ALDs 

APPENDIX P 
 

ASSISTIVE LISTENING & TELEPHONE AMPLIFICATION DEVICES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
+ 

 
 

An assistive listening device (ALD) is any type of amplification device that can help you and your customer communicate 
more effectively.  ALDs can be used with or without hearing aids and can improve hearing in the presence of 
background noise, listening on the phone or to television, as well as improve hearing at a distance. The individual using 
one of these devices may even notice less stress and fatigue in addition to improved hearing. 

 
 

The Pocket Talker 
 

17  
 

What is an Assistive Listening 
   Device (ALD)?  

Use with or without hearing aids 
Can improve hearing in the presence of 
background noise, listening on the phone or to 
television and improve hearing at a distance 
Less stress and fatigue 
Improved hearing 

 
Any type of amplification 

device that can communicate 
more effectively 
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.APPENDIX Q 
 

MULTILINGUAL DIRECTORY OF CASL, INC STAFF 
 
 
 

NAME LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TELEPHONE PROGRAM POSITION 

Jurisa Negron Spanish Speak/Read/Write  Sarasota CM Team  
Native Language Corporate Lead 

 
 
 

CASL, INC CONSULTANT 
 

Raul Rivero 
 

Spanish 
Native Language 

 
Speak/Read/Write 

 
865-300-7247 
865-230-8046 

  
Spanish 

Consultant 
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APPENDIX R 
 

DIRECTORY OF AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS 
The following agencies or organizations may be able to assist in ensuring accessibility for individuals with disabilities or 
Limited-English Proficiency: The highlighted agencies are located in this area. 

 

AGENCY TELEPHONE TDD or 800 URL/Email/Address 
Ability1st Interpreter Listing Services2 (850) 575-9621 ext.120 

(850) 298-8793 (video 
phone or voice calls) 

(850) 576-5245 
(TDD/TTY) 

 
http://www.ability1st.info/splash 

Absolute Quality Interpreting Services, 
LLC 

(813)785-1214 (voice/text) 
(813) 200-3469 (facsimile) 

 
info@AQIservices.com 

Accessible Communication for the 
Deaf; Lisa Gauntlett 

(854) 347-5749 
(954) 578-3081 

954-347-5749 
 

Access Transport Service (407) 330-9113   

ADA Help (Broward) (954) 484-3539   

Advocacy Center for Persons with 
Disabilities 

(850) 488-9071 
(800) 342-0826 

 
(800) 346-4127 

 
www.advocacycenter.org 

Associated Interpreters for the Deaf, 
Inc. 

(239) 810-9554 (primary) 
(239) 699-5751 (back-up) 

 www.aideaf.com 
aideaf@me,com 

A La CART Services 
Gina P. Garcia, RPR, CRR, CCP 

(305) 484-4862  ginarpr@bellsouth.net 

Albors and Associates 
Language (face to face) Interpretation 
(LEP) & Translation 

1-800-785-8634  5971 Brick Ct. Suite 200 
Winter Park, Fl 32792 

American Foundation for the Blind (212) 620-2000 (800) 232-5463  

Audiology – Easter Seals (386) 255-4568   

Bureau of Braille and Talking Book 
Library 

(800) 226-6075   

Canine Companions for Independence (407) 834-2555 (800) 572-2275  

CART Service Privider  (local) 
Deanna C. Boenau, RDR, CRR, CBC, 
CCP 
AmeriCaption, Inc, 

(941) 359-8100  americaption@comcast.net 
P.O. Box 50653 
Sarasota, FL 34232 

CART Service Privider (local) 
Theresa Marie Crowder, RPR, CRR, 
CCP 
TMT Reporting, Inc. 

(813) 814-7736 
(813) 814-7746 Fax 

 TMT.Tess@Verizon.net 
7809 Bay  Drive 
Tampa, FL 33635 

 (386) 255-4568   

 

 
2 Ability1st keeps an up to date listing of interpreters available in our area. The list is available to the community upon 
request and to all deaf and hard of hearing people in our community. It is meant to be used as a resource to doctor's 
offices, social security office, etc. when an appointment is being made. 
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 (386) 736-9849   

Center for Hearing & Communication, 
Kim Schur 

 
(954) 731-7200 

 
954-731-7208 

 

Center for Independent Living of 
Broward 

 
(954) 722-6400 

  

 
Center for Independent Living of North 
Central Florida 

 

(352) 378-7474 

 

(800)-265-5724 

 
www.cilncf.org 

Center for Independent Living of 
Northwest Florida 

 
(850) 595-5566 

 
(877)-245-2457 

www.cilncf.org 

Center for Independent Living of South 
Florida (Auxiliary Aids and Services for 
persons with disabilities) 

 
(305) 751-8025 

 http://www.soflacil.org/ 

Center for the Deaf and Hard of 
Hearing of Manatee/Sarasota 
(Sarasota) Covering Manatee and 
Sarasota Counties 

 

(941)366-0260 

 dcarlton@ccdhh.org 

Center for the Visually Impaired 
(386) 253-8879 (800) 227-1284 

 

Center on Deaf Awareness of 
Jacksonville 

 
(904) 779-0957 

  

Coda Link 
Sign Language for Deaf/Hard of 
Hearing 

 
(954) 423-6893 
(954) 423-2315 

 Fort Lauderdale 

Collier County Foundation for the 
Hearing Impaired, Inc. 

 
(239) 793-3613 

  

Conklin Center for the Blind 
(386) 258-3441 

  

Command Technologies, Inc.3 

1535 Killearn Center Boulevard, 
Suite A-5 
Tallahassee, Florida 32309 

 
 

(850) 894-5023 

  

Deaf and Hearing Connection for 
Tampa Bay (Seminole) covering 
Pinellas and Hillsborough County 

 
(727) 399-9983 

(866) 282-5375 Fax 

TTY: 
727-399-9422 

hlisowski@dhctb.org 

Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services of 
Florida (Port Richey) Covers Pasco 
and Hernando 
County 

(727) 853-1010 
(727) 853-1015 Fax 

TTY: 
727-853-1014 

Toll Free: 
866-685-9477 

jthomas@deafhhsfla.org 

Deaf and Hard of Hearing Interpreter 
Services of Jacksonville 

(904) 797-2020 
(904) 377-2020 

  

Deaf and Hard-of-hearing Services of 
Northwest Florida 

 
(850) 433-7128 

 www.dhhsnwfl.org 

 

3 Telephone interpretation, document translation, and interpreter training for refugee Customers 
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Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services of 
Volusia County 

 
(386) 257-1700 

TDD: 
(386) 257-3600 
(800) 643-2447 

 
Dbdeafhh@aol.com 

Deaf Communications Specialists 
Center 

 
(850) 433-1130 

  
www.edcsc.com 

Deaf Service Bureau of West Central 
Florida, Inc. (New Port Richey) 

 
(727) 861-7015 Fax 

Voice or TDD: 
727-861-7074 

 

Deaf Service Bureau of West Central 
Florida, Inc. (Tampa) 

(813) 930-7682 813-930-7586 
813-930-7678 

www.deafservicebureau. 
org/ 

Deaf Service Center of Florida (Venice) (941) 758-2539 
(941) 758-3565 Fax 941-758-3057 

 

Deaf Service Center of Manatee 
(Bradenton) 

 
(941) 758-2539 

 
941-758-3057 

 

Deaf Svcs Ctr of PBC Delray Beach 
(561) 278-1444 TDD 

TDD: 
561-278-1444 

 

Deaf Svcs Ctr of PBC West Palm 
Beach 

(561) 802-3353 TDD: 
561-802-3351 

 

Deaf Service Center of Pinellas 
(Pinellas Park) (727) 541-4488 

  

Deaf Service Center of SW Florida Fort 
Myers (239) 461-0334 

TTY: 
239-461-0438 

www.dsc.us 

 
Division of Blind Services 

(850) 488-1330 
(386) 254-3800 

 
(800) 342-1828 

 
www.state.fl.us/dbs 

 
Division of Vocational Rehab. 

 
(850) 488-6210 

(800) 451-4327 
Voice or TDD 

 
www.rehabworks.org 

Family Center on Deafness (Pinellas 
Park) Covering families in Pinellas 
County 

 
(727) 549-6664 

(727) 547-7837 Fax 

TTY: 
727-549-6664 

caurand@familycentero 
ndeafness.org 

Florida Alliance for Assistive Services 
and Technology (850) 487-3278 

TDD: 
(850) 487-2805 http://faast.org 

Florida Clearing House on Disability 
Information 

 
(850) 414-8908 Fax 

TDD: 
(877) 232-4968 

 
Simcokp@dms.state.fl. us 

Florida Division of Blind Services 
(Visual Impaired) 

 
(305) 377-5339 

 http://www.soflacil.org/ 

Florida Governors’ Alliance for the 
Employment of Disabled Individuals (850) 224-4493 

(888) 838-2253 
Voice or TDD 

www.abletrust.org 

Florida Keys, Center for Independent 
Living 

 
(305) 453-3491 

  
http://www.soflacil.org/ 

Florida Real-time/Caption 
ERR, CCP, CBC 

Tanya Ward English 
(CART) 

(954) 767-6363 
(954) 680-776(FAX) 

 tanya@floridarealtime. 
com 

Florida Registry for Interpreters for the 
Deaf (813) 996-9644 

 www.fridcentral.com 

 

Florida Relay Services 7-1-1  
(800) 955-8770 

TDD: 
(800) 995-8771 

www.ftri.org 

Florida School for The Deaf & The (904) 827-2200  www.fsdb.k12.fl.us 
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Blind    

Florida Vocational Rehabilitation (850) 245-3399 (800) 451-4327  

Glades Initiative 
Julio Mariaca, Sign Language & 
Language Interpreter 

 
561-996-3310 

  

Hearing Impaired Persons Center of 
Charlotte County 

 
941-743-8347 

TTY: 
941-743-9286 

 

Independence for the Blind of West 
Florida, Inc. 

 
(850) 477-2663 

 www.ibwest.org 

International Institute of Northeast 
Florida 

(904) 993-1885   

Institute For Cultural Competency 
1-800-654-7064 

Language Only *Call Center Use 
Assigned Code 

Interpreters Network (American Sign 
Language, Translation and 
Interpretation) 

 
(305) 381-9555 

  

Jackson Memorial Hospital Mental 
Health Hospital Center Outpatient 
Program for Deaf/Hard of Hearing 
Individuals 

 
(305) 355-8059 

TDD: 
(305) 355-8066 

 

Language Line, Inc. 
866-874-3972 

 www.languageline.com 

Language Speak Inc. (Translation, 
Interpreters, C.A.R.T, and ASL) 

(305) 668-9797 
 www.languagespeak. com 

LeChateau (court translation) 
(239) 274-5700 

  

Lew Balaban (CART) (954) 767-0361 
Phone & Fax 

 ibalaban@bellsouth.net 

Light House of the Big Bend (formerly 
FIRE)4 

3071 Highland Oaks Terrace 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
Contact: Wayne Warner 

 
(850) 942-3658 ext. 210 

Toll Free: 
(888) 827-6033 

www.firesight.org/ 
Email: 
Info@lighthousebigben 
d.org 

Lighthouse for the Blind (954) 463-4217  vision@lhob.org 

Lighthouse for the Blind of Miami-Dade 
(305) 856-2288 

  

Lighthouse for the Blind of Palm Beach 
(561) 586-5600 

  

Link Translations and Interpretation, 
Inc. (Translation & Interpretation 
Services) 

 
(305) 790-9071 

  

 
4 This is a nonprofit agency dedicated to guiding people through vision loss. 
This organization’s primary benefit to DCF is translating documents to Braille. 
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MacDonald Training Center (Tampa)  
(813) 870-1300 

 http://www.trac_tampa. 
homestead.com/macdonald 
.html 

McNeil Technologies/Telelanguage, 
Inc. 

 
(800)514-9237 

 www.telelanguage.com 

Miami Dade City Disability Svc. & 
Independent Living 

(305) 547-5444 
(305) 547-7355 Fax 

  

Miami Lighthouse for the Blind Visually 
Impaired, Inc. 

 
(305) 856-2288 

 www.miamilighthouse. 
com 

Nationwide Interpreter Contract 
ATTN: June Backer 
Sign Language for Deaf/Hard of 
Hearing 

 
1-888-647-9788 

(561) 715-2346 C 

 PO Box 272142 
Boca Raton, FL 
33427-2142 

Pacific Interpreters 
(503) 445-5500 

 www.pacificinterpters. 
com 

Pacific Interpreter Service (Refugees) 
1-800-311-1232 

  

Partners In Communications 
Post Office Box 15454 
Tallahassee, Florida 32317-5454 

(850) 942-6882 or after 
hours(850) 531-7452 

  

Professional Interpreting Consultants 
(PIC) Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco & 
Hernando Counties 

 
(813) 948-9225 

  

Professional Interpreting Services for 
the Deaf, Inc. (850) 477-2876 

72.215.139.66 
Video phone/VP 

 

Purple Language – (Hearing Impaired) 
(Tampa) 
Contact: Kimberly Shank 

 
(813) 793-4034 

  

RID 
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf 

 
(703) 838-0030 

(703) 838-0454 Fax 

 

(703) 838-0459 

http://www.rid.org 
(search list of credentialed 
interpreters in FL) 
333 Commerce St. 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

Russ Tech Language Services Inc.5 

1338 Vickers Drive 
Tallahassee, Florida 32303 

(850) 562-9811 
(850) 562-9815 Fax 

 www.russtechinc.com 

 

Seven Languages Translating 
(Translation, Interpreters and audio 
equipment) 

 
 

(305) 374-6761 

  

Signs of Interpreting, LLC 
(904) 207-0290 

 www.signsofinterpreting.com 

Sign Language Associates (Brandon) 
1-800-752-5777 

301-946-9710 
TTY 

SLATampaBay@signlangu 
age.com 

 
 

5 This agency translates forms to other languages, as well as provides interpreter services for meetings, training, and 
during telephone/video conference calls. 
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SignOn VRI – Video Remote 
Interpreting 

 
(206) 632-7100 Voice 
(206) 632-0405 Fax 
(206) 445-7434 VP 

 
 

(866) 688-7100 

130 Nickerson Street., 
Suite 107 
Seattle, VA 98109 
info@signonasi.com 
www.signonasi.com 

Sorenson Communications (Video 
Relay) 

 
(801) 287-9400 

Sorenson 
Communications 
(Video Relay) 

 
(801) 287-9400 

Speech Therapy – Easter Seals (386) 255- 4568   

Tavi Mays Nationally Certified Sign 
Language 

(772) 240-8655 
(772) 240-8665 

 Fort Lauderdale 

Tico Translating (conference call) 
1-866-876-7025 

  

VisCom American Sign Language Interpreting 
Services 
   M. Charlene McCarthy - Owner 

941-363-1318 Office 
941-371-1883 Facsimile 

 733 Autumcrest Drive, 
Sarasota, FL 34232 

Visually Impaired Persons of SW FL (941) 997-7797 
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APPENDIX S 
 

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETING SERVICES 

FOR 

CASL, INC OF SARASOTA, INC. 
 
 
 
 
 

AGENCY TELEPHONE TDD or 800 Email/Address 

 

 

VisCom American Sign 
Language Interpreting Services 

M. Charlene McCarthy - 
Owner 

 
941-363-1318 Office 

941-371-1883 
Facsimile 

  

733 Autumcrest Drive, 
Sarasota, FL 34232 

 
 
 

Absolute Quality Interpreting 
Services, LLC 

 
(813)785-1214 

(voice/text) 
(813) 200-3469 

(facsimile) 

  
 

info@AQIservices.com 

 
 

 
Associated Interpreters for the 

Deaf, Inc. 

 
(239) 810-9554 

(primary) 
(239) 699-5751 (back- 

up) 

  

 
www.aideaf.com 
aideaf@me.com 



Updated 1/15/19 

89 

 

 
 

If the VisCom interpreter is other than any of the above, the CASL, Inc staff 
member arranging for services should request a copy of the interpreter’s 

certification prior to using the interpreter services. 



Updated 1/15/19 

90 
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For Sign Language Interpreter Certifications 
for 

Absolute Quality Interpreting (AQI) 
 

Certification cards will be provided at the time of service arrangement 
due to the quantity of the interpreters available to AQI. CASL, Inc 
staff members arranging for services should request a copy prior 

to using the interpreter services. 
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APPENDIX T 
 

OTHER AVAILABLE SERVICES/RESOURCES 
 

 
Florida Relay Services  

For Non-Hearing Persons, using a TDD, dial 1-800-955-8771 

For Hearing Persons (Operated by MCI) 1-800-955-8770 
 

NOTE: TDD and other assistive devices are available through this Department – Free of charge to certified 
eligible Customers. This also includes training, maintenance and repair. 

Florida Telecommunication Relay, Inc. provides TDDs, volume control phones, etc. 

Hearing interpreters and communications link services (relay) are available through: 

Partners In Communications (850) 942-6882 or after hours 
Post Office Box 15454  (850) 531-7452 
Tallahassee, Florida 32317-5454 

 
The Center for Independent Living also provides interpreters for persons with hearing disabilities. 

Telephone interpretation, document translation, and interpreter training for refugee Customers are available 
through: 

Command Technologies, Inc. (850) 894-5023 
1535 Killearn Center Boulevard, Suite A-5 

Tallahassee, Florida 32309 

 
Light House of the Big Bend (formerly FIRE) (850) 942-3658 
3071 Highland Oaks Terrace 
Tallahassee, Florida Mandatedoll Free: (888) 827-6033 
Contact person: Wayne Warner (850) 942-3658, ext. 210 
Web Site: www.firesight.org/ Email: Info@lighthousebigbend.org 

 

This is a nonprofit agency dedicated to guiding people through vision loss. 
This organization’s primary benefit to DCF is translating documents to Braille. 

 
Russ Tech Language Services Inc. (850) 562-9811 
1338 Vickers Drive  (850) 562-9815 Fax 
Tallahassee, Florida 32303 www.russtechinc.com 

 

This agency translates forms to other languages, as well as provides interpreter services for meetings, 
training, and during telephone/video conference calls. 
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APPENDIX U 

LANGUAGE LINE SERVICES 

Language Line, Inc. provides on-demand telephone interpretation services to clients with Limited-English Proficiency 
(LEP) who are in need of a foreign language interpreter. CASL, Inc has an established service agreement with 
Language Line, Inc. which charges a per-minute fee for services. Staff shall access the Language Line if no 
interpretation assistance within CASL, Inc or DCF is available as follows: The Addictions Receiving 
Facility/Detoxification Unit staff may contact CASL, Inc’s Consultant, Raul Rivero, referenced at the bottom of Appendix 
Q, if a Spanish interpreter is needed. If Mr. Rivero is not available, or if another language is needed, Addictions 
Receiving Facility/Detoxification Unit staff may contact the Language Line Services then notify the Special Services 
Vice-President regarding services accessed. Notification of the SPOC is also necessary as follows: 6:00 a.m. – 10:30 
p.m. call cellular # 232-2598 (leave message if not answered); 10:30 p.m. – 6:00 a.m. call ext. 1029 and leave 
message. Staff in the remaining, non-emergent, programs/services shall consult their program Vice-President, or 
designee, without delay for guidance and approval to use the Language Line Services referenced here. 

Telephone interpreter services can be accessed 24 hours a day by following these instructions. When placing 
a call to a non-English speaker, begin at step 2: 

When receiving a call: 

1. Place the non-English speaker on hold. 
2. Dial: 866-874-3972 
3. Enter on the telephone keypad or provide the representative CASL, Inc’s 6 digit Client ID: 280090. 
4. Press 1 for Spanish 
5. Press 2 for all other languages. Speak the language into the prompt. An interpreter will be added 

to the call. 
6. Once an interpreter has been added to your call, brief the interpreter. Summarize what you wish to 

accomplish and provide any special instructions. 
7. Keep your communication to three to four sentences and in a logical order so the interpreter can 

retain the information and interpret it accurately to your LEP client. 
8. Please inform the interpreter if you are using a hand held phone, versus a speakerphone, so they 

will allow time for the phone to be passed back and forth, before relaying the information. 
9. You must track the exact start and end times of the call by documenting the services provided on 

Appendix H, sending a copy to CASL, Inc’s SPOC by facsimile at: 552-2475 immediately after 
the service has ended, and filing the original behind the Screening Information form. 

When a client/customer presents in person: 

1. If non treatment services are being rendered, secure a private room containing a speaker phone. 
2. Dial: 866-874-3972 
3. Enter on the telephone keypad or provide the representative CASL, Inc’s 6 digit Client ID: 280090. 
4. Press 1 for Spanish 
5. Press 2 for all other languages. Speak the language into the prompt. An interpreter will be added 

to the call. 
6. Once an interpreter has been added to your call, brief the interpreter. Summarize what you wish to 

accomplish and provide any special instructions. 
7. Keep your communication to three to four sentences and in a logical order so the interpreter can 

retain the information and interpret it accurately to your LEP client. 
8. Please inform the interpreter if you are using a hand held phone, versus a speakerphone, so they 

will allow time for the phone to be passed back and forth, before relaying the information. 
9. You must track the exact start and end times of the call by documenting the services provided on 

the Documentation of Foreign Language Interpretation Services form in Appendix H, sending a 
copy to CASL, Inc’s SPOC by facsimile at: 552-2475 immediately after the service has ended, 
and filing the original behind the Screening Information form. 

 
Note: To access the Language Line Tutorial: http://www.languageline.com/training. 
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APPENDIX V 
 

INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATION CENTER** 
REGISTRY OF INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES 

 
 

When there is a need for the translation of documents from English to any language listed 
below, the International Translation Center can provide such services when they are not 
available within the agency. Spanish translation services, through CASL, Inc’s Spanish 
Consultant, Raul Rivero, as referenced in Appendix Q, shall be attempted prior to using the 
International Translation Center. Coordinate with CASL, Inc’s SPOC when document translation 
services are needed. 

 

James Earl Norman, Ph.D., Director, Certified Translator and Court Interpreter 
(850) 906-0791 or (850) 508-7391 or (850) 561-2483, FAX: (850) 893-7409 

 
Spanish French Portuguese 
Italian Haitian Creole German 
Russian Korean Japanese 
Chinese (Mandarin) Turkish Farsi (Persian) 
Chinese (Cantonese) Finnish Rumanian 
Polish Czech Slovak 
Armenian Amharic Swahili 
Bengali Loa Latvian 
Ukrainian Arabic Hungarian 
Bulgarian Albanian Vietnamese 
Dutch Norwegian Swedish 
Kazah English Serbo-Croatian 
Hindi Punjabi Danish 
Estonian Flemish Hebrew 
Cambodian Lithuanian Tagalog 
Thai Urdu Greek 
Indonesian Chinese (Taiwanese) Maltese 

 
**An Institution Member of the American Translators Association, Joint National Committee for 
Languages and National Association of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators. 
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Appendix W 

 
Examples of Auxiliary Aids and Services 

 
- qualified sign language or oral interpreters 
- note takers 
- computer-assisted real time transcription services 
- written materials 
- telephone handset amplifiers 
- assistive listening devices 
- assistive listening systems 
- telephones compatible with hearing aids 
- closed caption decoders 
- open and closed captioning 
- video remote interpreting 
- videotext displays 
- TTYs (teletype) or TDDs (telecommunications device for deaf) 
- CDs (alternate) 
- audiotape (alternate) 
- braille (alternate) 
- large print material (alternate) 
- assistance filling out forms 
- other means of communication identified by the customer or 

companion 
- readers 
- television decoders 
- captioned films 
- Pocket Talkers (assistive listening device) 
- Comfort Contegos (assistive listening device) 
- Motivas (assistive listening device) 
- CART – Communication Access Realtime Translation 
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Appendix X 
MONTHLY SUMMARY REPORT  

[REVISED AUGUST 2020] 

Region/Circuit/Institution/Contracted Client Services 
Provider: 
Contract No. 

 Reporting Period: 

Name of Program & Address:  Subsection: 

Single-Point-of-Contact: 
Name of Person Completing Form: 

 Telephone: 
Telephone: 

Date: 

 SECTION I. CUSTOMERS 

1.  Number of Scheduled Appointments  

2.  Number of Non-Scheduled Appointments  

3.  Number of Auxiliary Aids/Services Requested (The total of 3 and 
4 equals the sum of 1 and 2) 

 

4.  Number of signed Waivers (Waivers signed by the Customer) 
(The total of 3 and 4 equals the sum of 1 and 2) 

 

5.  Number of completed Initial Assessments (The total of 5, 6 and 7 
equals the sum of 1 and 2) 

 

6.  Number of completed Reassessments (The total of 5, 6 and 7 
equals the sum of 1 and 2) 

 

7.  Number of Subsequent Appointments (The total of 5, 6 and 7 
equals the sum of 1 and 2) 

 

8.  Number of Determined Aid-Essential Communications (The total 
of 8 and 9 equals the sum of 1 and 2) 

 

9.  Number of Determined Non-Aid-Essential Communications (The 
total of 8 and 9 equals the sum of 1 and 2) 

 

10.  Number of Appointment Cancellations within 24 hours  

11.  Number of Auxiliary Aids/Services Provided Timely (Within two 
(2) hours) 

 

12.  Number of Denied Auxiliary Aids/Services (Denials by DCF or 
Contracted Services Provider) 

 

13.  Number of times the Customer failed to appear or arrived late to 
an appointment when an interpreter was secured by DCF or 
Contracted Client Services Provider. 

 

14.  Number of times the auxiliary aid and service requested was 
different from the auxiliary aid and service provided by the 
agency. 

 

15.  Number of times the interpreter service did not meet the 
expectations of the customer. 

 

16.  Number of times the interpreter service did not meet the 
expectations of the staff. 

 

17.  Number of times communication was not effective.  

 SECTION II. CUSTOMERS - ACCESS CALLS ONLY 
18.  Total Number of Scheduled Telephone Calls  

19.  Total Number of Non-Scheduled Telephone Calls  

20.  Total Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter calls placed by 
Customer 

 

21.  Total Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter calls placed by  
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  Staff  

22.  Total Number of Florida Relay Services/TTY Calls placed by 
Customer 

 

23.  Total Number of Florida Relay Services/TTY Calls placed by Staff  

24.  Number of Auxiliary Aids/Services Requested For In-Person 
Appointment 

 

25.  Number of times communication was not effective.  

 SECTION III. COMPANIONS 

26.  Number of Scheduled Appointments  

27.  Number of Non-Scheduled Appointments  

28.  Number of Auxiliary Aids/Services Requested (The total of 28 
and 29 equals the sum of 26 and 27) 

 

29.  Number of signed Waivers (Waivers signed by the Companion) 
(The total of 28 and 29 equals the sum of 26 and 27) 

 

30.  Number of completed Initial Assessments (The total of 30, 31 
and 32 equals the sum of 26 and 27) 

 

31.  Number of completed Reassessments (The total of 30, 31 and 32 
equals the sum of 26 and 27) 

 

32.  Number of Subsequent Appointments (The total of 30, 31 and 32 
equals the sum of 26 and 27) 

 

33.  Number of Determined Aid-Essential Communications (The total 
of 33 and 34 equals the sum of 26 and 27) 

 

34.  Number of Determined Non- Aid-Essential Communications (The 
total of 33 and 34 equals the sum of 26 and 27) 

 

35.  Number of Appointment Cancellations within 24 Hours  

36.  Number of Auxiliary Aids/Services Provided Timely (Within two 
(2) hours) 

 

37.  Number of Denied Auxiliary Aids/Services (Denials by DCF or 
Contracted Services Provider) 

 

38.  Number of times the Companion failed to appear or arrived late 
to an appointment when an Interpreter was secured by DCF or 
Contracted Client Services Provider. 

 

39.  Number of times the auxiliary aid and service requested was 
different from the auxiliary aid and service provided by the 
agency. 

 

40.  Number of times the interpreter service did not meet the 
expectations of the companion. 

 

41.  Number of times the interpreter service did not meet the 
expectations of the staff. 

 

42.  Number of times communication was not effective.  
 SECTION IV. COMPANIONS – ACCESS CALLS ONLY 

43.  Total Number of Scheduled Telephone Calls  

44.  Total Number of Non-Scheduled Telephone Calls  

45.  Total Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter calls placed by 
Companion 

 

46.  Total Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter calls placed by 
Staff 

 

47.  Total Number of Florida Relay Services/TTY Calls placed by 
Customer 

 

48.  Total Number of Florida Relay Services/TTY Calls placed by Staff  
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49.  Number of Requested Auxiliary Aids/Services For In-Person 
Appointment 

 

50.  Number of times communication was not effective.  

 SECTION V. Auxiliary Aids and Services Provided 
(This section is completed by Contracted Client Services Providers only) 

51.  Number of Certified Sign Language Interpreters  

52.  Number of Language Interpreter Services  

53.  Number of times staff used CART Providers  

54.  Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter Services  

55.  Number of times staff used Florida Relay Services/TTY  

56.  Number of times staff used Assistive Listening Devices (ALDs)  

57.  Number of timely Auxiliary Aids/Services Provided  

58.  Number of times the Interpreter failed to appear or arrive to a 
scheduled appointment. 

 

 SECTION VI. Auxiliary Aids and Services Provided 
(This section is completed by Department of Children and Families staff 

only) 
59.  Number of Certified Sign Language Interpreters  

60.  Number of Qualified Sign Language Interpreters  

61.  Number of Language Interpreters (LEP)  

62.  Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter Services  

63.  Number of times staff used CART Providers  

64.  Number of times staff used Florida Relay Services/TTY  

65.  Number of times staff used Assistive Listening Devices (ALDs)  

66.  Number of timely Auxiliary Aids/Services Provided  

67.  Number of times the Interpreter failed to appear or arrive to a 
scheduled appointment. 

 

 SECTION VII. COMMUNICATION PLANS 
(This section is for Institutions and Residential Settings or for Multiple or 

Long-Term Visits/Contacts Only) 
68.  Number of Developed Communication Plans (The total of 51, 52, 

53, and 54) 
 

69.  Number of Communication Plans Lasting 30 Days or Less  

70.  Number of Communication Plans Lasting 30 to 45 Days  

71.  Number of Communication Plans Lasting 45 to 90 Days  

72.  Number of Communication Plans Lasting 90 Days or More  

73.  Number of times the Interpreter failed to appear or arrive to a 
scheduled appointment. 

 

 SECTION VIII. OUTSIDE AGENCY REFERRALS 
74.  Number of Referrals Made  

 SECTION IX. COMMENTS/OBSERVATIONS 
 All services were provided in accordance with the Department’s (DCF) policies 

and procedures, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, the U.S. 
HHS Settlement Agreement (dated January 26, 2010), and other applicable 
federal and state laws. 

 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE AUXILIARY AID AND SERVICE RECORD 
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MONTHLY SUMMARY REPORT 
Reports are submitted on Formsite via http://fs16.formsite.com/dcfuser/form3/index.html, 

The purpose of this document is to provide instructions in capturing the information needed to summarize the 
number of Customers and Companions served each month, via incoming and outgoing telephone 
communications; and in-person office visits, who may require auxiliary aids and services, because they are 
deaf or hard or hearing, as well as those who are deaf or hard of hearing and low vision or blind, and deaf or 
hard of hearing and limited English proficient. 

HEADER 
 Indicate the Region or Headquarters Office: There are six (6) Regions: Northwest, Northeast, Central, 

Suncoast, Southeast, and Southern. Headquarters (Central Office and Northwood) 
 Indicate the Circuit: There are 20 Circuits: Indicate the Circuit number of where your program is located. 
 Indicate the Institution, if applicable: Florida State Hospital, Northeast Florida State Hospital, Northeast Florida 

Evaluation and Treatment Center, Florida Civil Commitment Center, South Florida Evaluation and Treatment 
Center, South Florida State Hospital, Treasure Coast Forensic Treatment Center. 

 Contracted Services Agency/Provider: Indicate the name of the agency contracted to provide client services 
for the Department. For example, FCDAV, FCSV, Broward Sheriff’s Office. 

 Contract Number, if applicable: If DCF Contracted Client Services Provider, include contract number for the 
program you are reporting. If you are a sub-provider, indicate the lead agency’s name. 

 Reporting Period: Is always the 1st through the 30th or 31st of the month. 
 Program: Indicate if program is under Abuse Hotline, ACCESS, Adult Protective Services, Child Care, Family 

Safety, Domestic Violence, Homelessness, Mental Health, Refugee Services, Substance Abuse, etc. 
 Subsection: If the program falls under ACCESS, then the subsection may be Food Stamps. If the program falls 

under Mental Health, then the subsection may be Florida Civil Commitment Center. 
 Examples of recording the above information: 

Example 1 
Region/Circuit/Institution/Contracted Services Agency 
Headquarters 
Contract No: XXXX 

Reporting Period: 
August 1 – August 31, 2020 

Program: Refugee Services Subsection: Youth Education 
 

Example 2 
Region/Circuit/Institution/Contracted Services Agency 
Southeast Region/Circuit 15 

Reporting Period: 
August 1 – August 31, 2020 

Program: Family Safety 
Contract No: XXXX 

Subsection: Adult Protective Services 

 
Example 3 
Region/Circuit/Institution/Contracted Services Agency 
Headquarters/Florida Coalition Against Domestic Violence 
Contract No: LNXXX 

Reporting Period: 
August 1 – August 31, 2020 

Program: Domestic Violence Subsection: Refuge House 

 
Example 4 
Region/Circuit/Institution/Contracted Services Agency 
Suncoast/Circuit 6 
Contract No: NA 

Reporting Period: 
August 1 – August 31, 2020 

Program: ACCESS Subsection: Food Stamps, etc. 
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SECTION I. CUSTOMERS 

 Single-Point-of-Contact: This is the person designated as the Single-Point-of-Contact and the person 
authorized to answer questions and discuss the contents of the information being reported. 

 Name of Person Completing Form: This may also be the person designated as the Single-Point-of-Contact 
and/or the person authorized to answer questions and discuss the contents of the information being reported. 

 Telephone: Include the office phone number, with area code. 
 Date: Date report is completed. 

 

1. Number of Scheduled Appointments: This represents the total number of customers who are deaf or hard-of- 
hearing who had scheduled appointments during the reporting period. 

2. Number of Non-Scheduled Appointments: This represents the total number of customers who are deaf or 
hard-of-hearing who did not have appointments and were “walk-ins” during the reporting period. 

3. Number of Auxiliary Aids and Services Requested: This represents the total number services requested by the 
Customer. Note: The total of 3 and 4 equals the sum of 1 and 2. 

4. Number of signed Waivers: This total represents the number of Customers who did not request auxiliary aids 
and services, or who refused such services. Note: This information is obtained from the Customer or 
Companion Request For Free Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance Form. 
Note: The total of 3 and 4 equals the sum of 1 and 2) 

5. Number of completed Initial Assessments: Indicate the total number of Customer or Companion 
Communication Assessments completed for Customers who were deaf or hard-of-hearing. 
Note: The total of 5, 6 and 7 equals the sum of 1 and 2. 

6. Number of completed Reassessments: Indicate the total number of reassessments completed. Reassessments 
are completed only if there are changes in the Customer‘s communication needs. For example, a Customer 
may need additional services because their hearing may have worsened or they may have a new hearing 
device; or because of health reasons, they may now be experiencing vision loss. Note: The total of 5, 6 and 7 
equals the sum of 1 and 2. 

7. Number of Subsequent Appointments: Indicate the number of follow-up appointments or rescheduled visits. 
Note: The total of 5, 6 and 7 equals the sum of 1 and 2. 

8. Number of Determined Aid-Essential Communications: This is when communication assistance is always 
needed. For example, processing legal documents, medical appointments, court hearings, appeals hearing, 
determination and eligibility of food stamps, explanation of medication, etc. Note: The total of 8 and 9 equals 
the sum of 1 and 2. 

9. Number of Determined Non-Aid-Essential Communications: This is when communication assistance is 
sometimes needed. For example: Directing a customer to the shower, directing a customer to the bathroom, 
or to a designated seating/waiting area where applications are being processed. Note: The total of 8 and 9, 
equals the sum of 1 and 2 

10. Number of Appointment Cancellations within 24 hours: This represents the total number of appointments 
cancelled by the interpreter. 

11. Number of Auxiliary Aids and Services Provided Timely (Within two (2) hours): 
 For any emergency situation that is not a scheduled appointment, Staff shall make an interpreter 

available as soon as possible, but in no case later than two (2) hours from the time the Customer or 
Staff requests an interpreter, whichever is earlier. 
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SECTION III. COMPANIONS 

 For scheduled events, staff shall make a qualified interpreter available at the time of the scheduled 
appointment. If an interpreter fails to appear for the scheduled appointment, staff shall take whatever 
additional actions are necessary to make a qualified interpreter available to the Customer who is deaf 
or hard-of-hearing as soon as possible, but in no case later than two (2) hours after the scheduled 
appointment. 

12. Number of Denied Auxiliary Aids and Services: This represents the number of Customers who requested and 
were denied Auxiliary Aids and Services. Include an explanation in Section VI. 

13. Number of times the Customer failed to appear or arrived late to an appointment when an interpreter was 
secured by DCF or Contracted Service Provider. 

14. Number of times the auxiliary aid and service requested was different from the auxiliary aid and service 
provided by the agency. 

15. Number of times the interpreter service did not meet the expectations of the customer. 
 

16. Number of times the interpreter service did not meet the expectations of the staff. 
17. Number of times communication was not effective. 

 

SECTION II. CUSTOMERS – ACCESS CALLS ONLY 
18. Total Number of Scheduled Telephone Calls - Scheduled interview would be where there has been an 

appointment set up with a specific date and time the worker is to call the client or the client is to call in. 
19. Total Number of Non-Scheduled Telephone Calls - Non-scheduled calls would be all other phone calls, not 

identified above. 
20. Total Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter calls initiated by Customer. 
21. Total Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter calls initiated by Staff. 
22. Total Number of Florida Relay Services/TTY Calls initiated by Customer. 
23. Total Number of Florida Relay Services/TTY Calls initiated by Staff. 
24. Number of Auxiliary Aids/Services Requested For In-Person Appointment 
25. Number of times communication was not effective. 

 

26. Number of Scheduled Appointments: This represents the total number of Companions who are deaf or hard- 
of-hearing who had scheduled appointments during the reporting period. 

27. Number of Non-Scheduled Appointments: This represents the total number of Companions who are deaf or 
hard-of-hearing who did not have appointments and were walk-ins during the reporting period. 

28. Number of Auxiliary Aids and Services Requested: This represents the total number services requested by the 
Companion. Note: The total of 28 and 29 equals the sum of 26 and 27. 

29. Number of signed Waivers: This total represents the number of Companions who did not request Auxiliary 
Aids and Services, or who refused such services. Note: This information is obtained from the Customer or 
Companion Request For Free Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance Form. 
Note: The total of 28 and 29 equals the sum of 26 and 27. 

30. Number of Completed Initial Assessments: Indicate the total number of Customer or Companion 
Communication Assessments completed for Companions who were deaf or hard-of-hearing. Note: The 
total of 30, 31 and 32 equals the sum of 26 and 27. 

31. Number of Completed Reassessments: Indicate the total number of reassessments completed. Reassessments 
are completed only if there are changes in Companion’s communication needs. For example, a Companion 
may need additional services because their hearing may have worsened or they may have a new hearing 
device; or because of health reasons, they may now be experiencing vision loss. Note: The total of 30, 31 and 
32 equals the sum of 26 and 27. 
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SECTION V. AUXILIARY AIDS AND SERVICES PROVIDED 
This section is for use by Contracted Client Services Providers only. 

32. Number of Subsequent Appointments: Indicate the number of follow-up appointments or rescheduled visits. 
Note: The total of 30, 31 and 32 equals the sum of 26 and 27. 

33. Number of Determined Aid-Essential Communications: This is when communication assistance is always 
needed. For example, processing legal documents, medical appointments, court hearings, appeals hearing, 
determination and eligibility of food stamps, explanation of medication, etc. Note: The total of 33 and 34 
equals the sum of 26 and 27. 

34. Number of Determined Non-Aid-Essential Communications: This is when communication assistance is 
sometimes needed. For example: Directing the Companion to the bathroom, or to a designated seating or 
waiting area where applications are being processed. Note: The total of 33 and 34 equals the sum of 26 and 
27. 

35. Number of Appointment Cancellations within 24 hours: This represents the total number of appointments 
cancelled by the interpreter. 

36. Number of Auxiliary Aids and Services Provided Timely (Within two (2) hours): 
 For any emergency situation that is not a scheduled appointment, Staff shall make an interpreter 

available as soon as possible, but in no case later than two (2) hours from the time the Companion or 
Staff requests an interpreter, whichever is earlier. 

 

 For scheduled events, staff shall make a qualified interpreter available at the time of the scheduled 
appointment. If an interpreter fails to appear for the scheduled appointment, staff shall take 
whatever additional actions are necessary to make a qualified interpreter available to the Companion 
who is deaf or hard-of-hearing as soon as possible, but in no case later than two (2) hours after the 
scheduled appointment. 

37. Number of Denied Auxiliary Aids and Services: This represents the number of Companions who requested and 
was denied Auxiliary Aids and Services. 

38. Number of times the Companion failed to appear or arrived late to an appointment when an interpreter was 
secured by DCF or Contracted Service Provider. 

39. Number of times the auxiliary aid and service requested was different from the auxiliary aid and service 
provided by the agency. 

40. Number of times the interpreter service did not meet the expectations of the companion. 
41. Number of times the interpreter service did not meet the expectations of the staff. 
42. Number of times communication was not effective. 

 

SECTION IV. COMPANIONS – ACCESS CALLS ONLY 
43. Total Number of Scheduled Telephone Calls - Scheduled interview would be where there has been an 

appointment set up with a specific date and time the worker is to call the client or the client is to call in. 
44. Total Number of Non-Scheduled Telephone Calls - Non-scheduled would be all other phone calls, not identified 

above. 
45. Total Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter calls initiated by Customer. 
46. Total Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter calls initiated by Staff. 
47. Total Number of Florida Relay Services/TTY Calls placed by Customer 
48. Total Number of Florida Relay Services/TTY Calls placed by Staff 
49. Number of Auxiliary Aids/Services Requested For In-Person Appointment 
50. Number of times communication was not effective. 
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SECTION VI. AUXILIARY AIDS AND SERVICES PROVIDED 
This section is for use by Department of Children and Families (DCF) Staff only. If a 
Contracted Client Services Provider is co-located within a DCF Facility, and services are 
provided by a DCF Staff, then the Contracted Client Services Provider will complete this 
section. 

51. Number of Certified Sign Language Interpreters: This represents the total number of Certified Sign 
Language Interpreters provided during the reporting period. If the same interpreter was used for more 
than one Customer or Companion, count each service. For example, if the same interpreter was used 
for five (5) Customers or Companions, then you would enter the total of 5 interpreters. 

52. Number of Language Interpreter Services: This represents the total number of language interpreters on 
staff or persons who were contracted to provide services for the reporting period. 

53. Number of times staff used CART Providers. 
54. Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter Services: A Video Relay/Remote Service (VRS), also 

sometimes known as a Video Interpreting Service, is a video telecommunication service that allows 
individuals who are deaf, hard-of-hearing and has a communication (speech) disability (D-HOH-SI) to 
communicate over video telephones and similar technologies with hearing people in real-time, via a 
sign language interpreter. Note: See instructions for Number 25 above for reporting multiple uses. 

55. Number of times staff used Florida Relay Services/TTY. 
56. Number of times staff used Assistive Listening Devices (ALDs). 
57. Number of timely Auxiliary Aids and Services Provided: This is the total for both the customer and 

companion. 
58. Number of times the Interpreter failed to appear or arrive to a scheduled appointment. 

 

59. Number of Certified Sign Language Interpreters: This represents the total number of Certified Sign Language 
Interpreters provided during the reporting period. If the same interpreter was used for more than one 
Customer or Companion, count each service. For example, if the same interpreter was used eight (8) times, 
then you would enter a total of 8 interpreters. 

60. Number of Qualified Sign Language Interpreters (Deaf of Hard-of-Hearing): This represents the total number of 
Qualified Language Interpreters provided during the reporting period. If the same interpreter was used for 
more than one Customer or Companion, count each service. For example, if the same interpreter was used 
eight (8) times, then you would enter a total 8 of interpreters. 

61. Number of Language Interpreters (LEP): This represents the total number of Language Interpreters provided 
during the reporting period. If the same interpreter was used for more than one Customer or Companion, 
count each service. For example, if the same interpreter was used seven (7) times, then you would enter a 
total of 7 interpreters. 

62. Number of Video Relay/Remote Interpreter Services: A Video Relay/Remote Service (VRS), also sometimes 
known as a Video Interpreting Service, is a video telecommunication service that allows individuals who are 
deaf, hard-of-hearing and has a communication (speech) disability (D-HOH-SI) to communicate over video 
telephones and similar technologies with hearing people in real-time, via a sign language interpreter. Note: 
See instructions for Number 34, 35 or 36 above for reporting multiple uses. 

63. Number of times staff used CART Providers. 
64. Number of times staff used Florida Relay Services/TTY. 
65. Number of times staff used Assistive Listening Devices (ALDs). 
66. Number of timely Auxiliary Aids and Services Provided: This is the total for both the customer and 

companion. 
67. Number of times the Interpreter failed to appear or arrive to a scheduled appointment. 

 
SECTION VII. COMMUNICATION PLANS 

(Institutions or Residential Settings or for Multiple or Long-Term Visits/Contacts Only) 
68. Number of Developed Communication Plans: Note: This is the total of 51, 52, 53 and 54. 
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69. Number of Communication Plans Lasting 30 Days or Less. 
70. Number of Communication Plans Lasting 30 to 45 Days. 
71. Number of Communication Plans Lasting 45 to 90 Days. 
72. Number of Communication Plans Lasting 90 Days or More. 
73. Number of times the Interpreter failed to appear or arrive to a scheduled appointment. 

SECTION VIII. OUTSIDE AGENCY REFERRALS 
74. Number of Referrals Made: This represent the total number of referrals made during the reporting period to 

agencies which DCF and its Contracted Client Services Providers refers its Customers or Companions who are 
deaf or hard-of-hearing for additional services . 

 
Include the statement : “All services were provided in accordance with the Department’s (DCF) policies and 
procedures, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, the U.S. HHS Settlement Agreement (dated 
January 26, 2010), and other applicable federal and state laws.” 

 
Include any additional comments or observations and explanations during the reporting period. 

 

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED WITH THE MONTHLY SUMMARY 
REPORT 

1) The Customer or Companion Communication Assessment Form in the following instances shall be 
attached to the Monthly Summary Report. 
 The requested auxiliary aid or service was not what was provided. 
 The auxiliary aid or service did not meet the expectation of the customer/companion or staff. 
 The communication was not found to be effective. 
 The requested auxiliary aid or service was denied. 
 Requested by the Office of Civil Rights. 

2) Request For Free Communication Assistance or Waiver of Free Communication Assistance Form that 
corresponds with the above accompanying form. 

 

REPORTING GUIDELINES 
The reporting period will follow the guidelines listed below: 

 Reporting period will cover the 1st through the 30th or the 31st of each month. 
 DCF Single-Points-of-Contact reports are due to the Civil Rights Officer by the 10th of each month. 
 Contracted Client Services Providers Single-Points-of-Contact reports are due to the Contract 

Manager by the 5th business day of each month. 
 Contract Managers will submit reports to the Civil Rights Officers by the 15th of each month. 
 Civil Rights Officers will submit reports to Headquarters Office of Civil Rights by the 20th of each 

month. 
 Headquarters Office of Civil Rights will submit reports to the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services or the Independent Consultant by the 25th of each month. 
 

Note: If the due date falls on a weekend or holiday, the report will be due the next business day. 
 

    Contact your Single Point of Contact or Regional ADA/504 Coordinator for assistance or questions in 
completing this form. 

SECTION IX. COMMENTS/OBSERVATIONS 


